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BOREAL BEA\¡ERS (CASTOR CÄ¡IÄD.S¡IS-rS) 3

R.ANGE, TERRITORTALITy, F'OOD EABITS ãND CENETTCS

OF' A MTD-CONTTNENT POPT'LATION

ABSTRACT

I st,udied beavers (Cas¿or canadensis) in the boreal forest, of
eastern Manitoba from 1986 to 7992. I captured and ear tagged 6O

different beavers. and outfitted 42 of these animals with transmitters.
I collected sufficient data to determine summer home range size for 34

beavers and to determine faIl home range size for 22 beavers. I
examined: methods of delineating beaver home range; the effects of
season, habitat, sex and age class on home range si-ze¡ whether beavers

were territorial; food selection by beavers; and genetic relatedness

within the beaver population in my study area.

I compared estimates of beaver home range size and shape using

four different methods: grid; minimum convex polygon (MCp); modified

minimum area (MMA); and the Jennrich-Turner ellipse. The grid gives the

smallest estimate most often and the ellipse or minimum convex polygon

give the largest. The ellipse works best for home ranges with only one

area of concentrated use near the centre. The MCP and l{MA work best

when the distribution of observations is a regular shape, with no

protruding arms. The grid method is most suitable for animals with
irregurarly shaped home ranges or home ranges with severar areas of
concentrated use, and appears best suited for use with beavers.

Summer home range areas average LO.34 ha and fall averaged 3.07

ha. Thirty-seven of 38 beavers had core areas in summer, and 21 of 27

had core areas in fall. Home range size and core size were positively
correlated in both summer and fatt. Summer home ranges were

significantly larger than fall- home ranges, with fall home ranges being

ii
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centred cl-oser to the ì.odge than summer ranges. Winter home ranges were

restricted to less than 0.25 ha around the lodge.

Summer home range size was positively correlaÈed with faIl home

range síze, and summer and fall core sizes were also positively
correlated. Percent of area in the core and percent of activity in the

core were simiLar for all habitats and sex and aqe cl-asses in summer.

Beavers living in river habitat had the largest summer and fall
home ranges. Those living in pond habitats had the smallest summer home

ranges but did not differ from lake beavers in t.he fall. Adult males

usually had the largest home ranges, and adult, females the smallest in
both seasons. Adult females usually had home ranges centred closer to
the Lodge, and adult maLes farther from the lodge, than other family
members.

In 6 years and over 600 days of observing beavers, f never

observed any evidence of aggressive behaviour among beavers. Some

overl-ap of home ranges occurred, especially on the river, but most home

ranges were almost exclusive to a family group. f found no evidence

that scent mounds delineated territory and no evidence to prove the
ñrôcôñôô nf #orritoricq- T hwnnlþgsize that mutuaL avoidance is mofe

Iikel-y than territorial-ism.

Beavers in the taiga show a preference for Populus tremuloides as

a primary food in both spring and sunìmer. fn spring Pinus Þanksjana is
also consumed. P. tremul-oides l-eaves are the preferred sunÌmer food and

P. tremuLoides bark and P. banksiana growing tips are preferred in
spring. Beaver food choices appear to maximize protein intake and

minimize potassium to sodium ratio. this strategy may serve to foster
growth during the relatively short period of high protein availability.

DNA fingerprinting studies of 60 beavers sholved a mean band

sharing coefficient (BSC) among unrelated beavers of 0.36 t 0.08?, and

among known first order relatives of 0.62 ! 0.099. Beavers of unknown

relationship in the popuì-ation had a mean BSC of 0.40 t 0.1O7,

iii



significantly smaLler than known first order relatives, but

significantly larger than the value for unrelated animals. Further

study is needed to determine what role the relatedness plays in limiting

territorial behaviour.
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Centroids of activity for Gatlan Ponds Family,
FalI, 1991. Centroids are shown + 2 standard
errors in both X and Y directions. Adult MaIe =
cP16L1, Yearling Female = GP1526. . 96
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Figure 1.

Centroids of activity for Gatlan Ponds Family,
Summer and Fall, 1991. Centroids are shown t 2
etandard errors in both X and Y directions.
Adult Male = cP1611, Adult Female = GP1676r
Yearling Female = GP1526
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Figure 4.
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versus cumul-ative percent of activity for
beavers in the Gatlan Pond Familv for summer and
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APPENDIX 4

l'i arrra 1

Figure 2

Centroids of activity for beavers living on the
Blind River and North Wallace Lake, Sumner, Late
Summer and FaÌ], 1987. Centroids are shown + 2
standard errors in both X and Y directions.
Adult MaIe = 8R1844, Juvenile Female 1 = BR1834r
Juvenile Female 2 = 8R1848. 334

Centroids of activity for beavers living on the
Blind River and North Wallace Lake, Spring, Late
Spring, Summer and FaIl, and Summer Overnight,s,
L988. Centroids are shown + 2 standard errors
in both X and Y directions. Adult Female 1 =
BR1848, Adul-t Female 2 = 8R1834. 335

Centroids of activity for beavers Living on the
Blind River and North Wallace Lake, Summer and
Fa}I, 1989. Centroids are shown I 2 standard
errors in both X and Y directions. Adult Male 1

= BR1830, Adult FemaLe = 8R1848, Adu1t MaLe 2 =

Figure 3.

Figure 4.

H8481
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Centroids of activity for beavers living on the
Blind River and North Wallace Lake, Summer and
Late Summer, l-991.. Centroids are shown i 2
standard errors in both X and Y directions.
Yearling MaIe 1 = 8R1534, Yearling Mal-e 2 =
EKJ5Z4. . 337

Centroids of activity for beaver 8R1603 living
on the Blind River, Summer and FaIl, 1990.
Centroids are shown t 2 standard errors in both
X and Y directions. 338
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r.rgure | .

Centroids of activity for beaver BR184B living
on the BLind River and Wallace Lake, Summer and
FaIl, 7987, 1988, and 1989. Centroids are shown+ 2 standard errors in both X and Y directions.

Centroids of activity for beaver 8R1834 living
on the BLind River, Summer and Fall, 1987 and
1988. Centroids are shown + 2 standard errors

Figure 8.

in both X and Y directions. 340

Centroids of activity for beaver cP286, living
in Lower GatLan Pond, Summer (Overnights) 1988
and Summer, 1989. Centroids are shown 1 2
standard errors in both X and Y directions.
Centroj-ds of activity for beavers living in the
vicinity of Salt Lick Pond and Salt Lick Bay.
Centroids are shown t 2 standard errors in both
X and Y directions. Yearling Male = SL109,
Juvenile Female 1 = SL1686, Juvenil-e Fema1e 2 =
sL1682. .
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APPENDIX 5

r,rgure r. Autoradiograph of DNA samples from beavers from
families 1, 2, 6, 26, 27 and 28. See Tabl-e 1
for summary of family composition, and Figure 1
in Chapter I for geographic location of
families. V = visual control, M = molecular
weight sizing standard, H = human control,
square = adult male, circle = adulÈ female,
triangle up = yearling or two-year o)-d female,
triangLe down = yearling or two-year old male,

Figure 2.

diamond = kit. .

Autoradiograph of DNA samples from beavers from
families 7 and 8. See Table 1 for summary of
family composition, and Figure 1 in Chapter 8
for geographic location of families. V = visual
control, M = molecular weight sizing standard,
triangle up = yearling or t'rro-year old female,
triangle down = yearling or two-year o1d male,
diamond=kit. . 345

Autoradiograph of DNA samples from beavers from
families 3, 4, 5, 10 and 29. See Table 1 for
summary of family composition, and Figure 1 in
Chapter I for geographic location of families.
14 = mofecular weight sizing standard, H = human
control, square = adult male, circle = adult
femal-e, triangle up = yearling or two-year old
female, triangle down = yearling or two-year old
mal.e, diamond = kit, small open circles =

Figure 3.

Figure 4

fetuses.

Autoradiograph of DNA samples from beavers from
families 11 and 12. See Table 1 for summary of
family composition, and Figure 1 in Chapter I
for geographic location of families. V = visual
control, M = molecular weight sizing standard, H

= human control-, square = adult male, circle =
adul-t femafe, diamond = kit, small open circÌes
- €^!,,-^^ a/'11
- rÉLUÞgÞ. .

Autoradiograph of DNA samples from beavers from
famil-ies 13, 15, 16 and 17. See Table 1 for
summary of family composition, and Figure 1 in
chapter 8 for geographic location of families.
M = molecular weight sizing standard, H = human
controlf square = adult male, circle = adul-t
female, trianglê up = yearling or two-year old
female, triangle down = yearling or two-year oJ-d

aÂamale.

Autoradiograph of DNÀ samples from beavers from
famil-ies 9 and 18. see Table 1 for summary of
fami)-y composition, and Figure 1 in Chapter 8
for geographic location of famil-ies. V = visual
control, M = molecuLar weighÈ sizing standard, H

= human control, sçluare = adult male, circ]e =
adult female, triangle up = yearling or two-year
old female, triangle down = yearling or two-year
old male, diamond = kit. 349
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Seton (1909:478) wrote: "There can be no doubt that, the beaver

did more to open up Canada than any other creature or product". The

search for furs led traders to move farther and farther west as beaver

were extirpated from one region after another. Explorers were

fascinated by nature's "furry engineer", and gave much credit to the

beaver for extreme intelligence, pranning, organizational skirls and

foresight. Many of the early writings on beaver are purely anecdotal

and anthropomorphic. Samuel Hearne (1795, in Morgan 1986) criticized
and guestioned many of the attributes given to beavers. The first major

study and report on beavers was done by Morgan in L868 (Morgan 1"986).

He reports in detail on their morphology, their constructions and

methods of capturing them. Seton (L909) and Warren (1927 ) present

simil-ar reviews.

Seton (L909) estimated that the original population of beavers in
Canada probably exceeded 10 million animaLs. By the beginning of the

twentieth century, they had been extirpated from many regions of North

America and numbers may have been as low as 500,000 (Seton, 1909). Much

of the literature on beavers from the first half of the Twentieth

Century pertains to management issues concerning the reintroduction of

beavers to areas from which they had been extirpated (Atwood l_938;

Atwater 1940; Cook 1943; Patric and Webb 1953). More recently the

literature has turned to studies of natural movements, feeding habits
and general ecology of the beaver and technigues for use in these

studies. The importance of the beaver in establishing and maintaining

habitat for other wildLife has also been recognized (HaJ.I 7972). The

beaver is a nocturnal, semi-aquatic mammal. Until the advent of radio-
tel-emetry, studies of movements and habits were difficult.

Although there is an abundance of literature on beavers, much of

it is anecdotal, and often of dubious basis in fact (BradL 1938). Most
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of the scientific literature is the result of research in the United

States. However research on beaver ecology in Canada has been done in

NewfoundLand (Northcott 1971i Bergerud and MiLler 7977¡ Payne 1981;

7982¡ 1984), Quebec (Potvin and Bovet t975¡ Patenaude and Bovet 1983;

19A4; Courcelfes and NauLt 1983), Ontario (Stephenson 1969; Gillespie

1977¡ Novak 1977¡ Ingle-Sidorowicz L982), Manitoba (creen 1936; Nash

1951; Wheatley l-989; 1993¡ Dyck L991), Alberta (Novakowski 1967; Bovet

and OertIL L9'14) and the Mackenzie Delta region of the Northwest

Territories (Aleksiuk 1968; 1970; Aleksiuk and Cowan 1969a; 1969b).

The boreal forest or taiga constitutes a large proportion of the

range of beavers. Forest fires have "always been an integral part of

the boreal forest" (Rowe and Scotter 1973:446). One of the frequent

colonizing tree species after fire is Populus tremul-oides (Rowe and

Scotter 1973) which has a very simiLar distribution to that of beaver

(Hal-L 1960). P. tremuToides is a common food of beavers throughout

their range, and frequently the one preferred over all others. The

boreal- forest may therefore be an important part of the range of

beavers. However, the amount of research on beavers in the boreal

forest is minimal when compared to that for other regions of North

America. Even small differences in habitat mav result in chanqes in

characteristic behaviours (creen l-936). Information from other regions

of North America, and especially those regions with much shorter periods

of ice cover, frây have restricted application in the boreal forest.



FOOD

The most studied area of beaver ecology in recent literature has

been food sel-ection and preferences. Beaver food preferences differ
geographicall-y, seasonally and yearly (Aleksiuk 1977; Jenkins 1979¡

Svendsen 1980). Authors generally agree on the preference of beavers

for aspen (P. tremuLoides) when it. is avaílable (Aldous 1938; Bradt

1938; Gese and ShadLe 7943¡ Shadle 7943 et a-2.; Tevis 1950; Hall- 1960;

Brenner 1962¡ Northcott 1,971,¡ Jenkins 198L; Pinkowski 1983; Basey et aL.

19BB). However, beavers are choosy generalist herbivores lAleksiuk
1977 ¡ Jenkins and Busher 19'79 ) which eat a wide variety of plants

incJ-uding wiLlow (Sa-Zix spp. ) (Aldous 1938; Bradt 1938; lownsend l-953;

Hall L96O; Aleksiuk 1970; Jenkins 1"981), mapJ.e (Acer saccharum) (Bradt

1938; Belovsky 1984), birch (BetuLa alleghaniensjs) (Aldous 1938;

Belovsky L984), alder (Alnus crispa and .ålnus rugosa) (AJ.dous 1938;

Northcott 7977), and even corn from farmers' fields (Atwood 1.938).

Aquatic plants are also frequently part of the beaver diet in su¡nmer

(Townsend 1953; Brenner 1,962¡ Northcott I977¡ GiIIespie 7977¡ Svendsen

1980; Jenkins 1981).

Recently, there has been an abundance of literature on tree size

preferences of beaver. Smal-ler trees appear to be preferred at

increasing distance from thå water's edge (Jenkins 1980; 198L; Pinkowski

1983; Belovsky 1984¡ Basey et al-.1988), while for saplings, larger

diameter stems are preferred with increasing distance from the shore

(McGinley and Whitham 1985; Fryxell and Doucet l-991; FryxelJ. 7992).

Secondary juvenile growth of P. tremuLoides after cutting by beavers may

be avoided due to the presence of a phenoJ-ic compound which appears to
serve as a deterrent to beaver cutting (Basey et al-. 1988; 1990).
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Brenner (7962 ) speculated that nutrient content of P. tremuloides

may be important in its selection by beavers. Jenkins (L978) recorded

beavers sampling trees by removing a smalI piece of bark and theorized

that this may serve to assess the nutritional- level of different trees.
Chabreck (1958) also reported sampling behaviour among beavers.

MOVEMEMTS AND EO¡{E R.ANGE

Studies of beaver movements have been of two types. Many early
studies examined dispersal distances from release points for

reintroduced beaver. More recent studies have focused on natural
movements, both in the form of dispersal from the natal, coJ-ony and

movements within the home range.

Dispersal

Beavers generally follow water courses when dispersing, but may

travel overland (Bradt 1938; Knudsen and HaIe 1965; Leege 1968; Wheatley

1.989). Two-year-ol-d beaver appear to have an innate tendency to

disperse and do not appear to be driven out by their parents (Leege

1968; Brady and Svendsen 1981). Beer (1955) described little movement

(dispersal) by adults, while yearJ-ings moved distances up to 82 km.

Libby (1957) recorded only one beaver dispersing more than 10 km, but

the exception travelled over 240 km. Leege (1968) reported a mean

dispersaì- distance of 8.5 km, and a maximum distance of 18 km. For

transplanted beavers, dispersal distances of up to 237 km have been

recorded (Hibbard 1958), but usualJ-y distances are much less, with

beavers transplanted to streams moving greater distances than those

transp).anted to lakes (Knudsen and Hale 1965).



Eome Range

Several authors have studied the day to day movement patterns of

beavers within their home ranges (A1eksiuk 1968; Busher 1975¡ Gillespie

1977¡ Busher et aL. L983; Davis 1984¡ Wheatley 1989). Davis (1984)

found the greatest amount of movement took place in fall and winter, and

least in summer, with correspondingly greater distances between extreme

points of the home range in falt and winter than in summer. Only

Gillespie (1977 ) has delineated actual home range size, with beavers

residing in ponds having an average home range size of 0.38 ha and those

residing on l-akes an average size of 7.25 ha.

Busher et aL. (1983) reported intercolony movement among beavers

living in areas of high beaver density, but no intercolony movements for

beavers living in areas of low beaver density. Davis (1984) al-so noted

home range overlap between stream and lake colonies. Several authors

have considered beavers territorial, and have regarded scent mounds as

territorial markers (Bradt 1938; Brenner 1964¡ Aleksiuk 1968; Bergerud

and Mil-Ier 1977). However, more recent studies of scent mounds and

their role in beaver communication have found no support for the

function of scent mounds in territorial mainÈenance, and have

hypothesized that they actually play a role in communicating sexual

information (Butler and Butl-er 1979; Walro 1980).

WINTER ACTTVTÎIES

Winter activities differ with differing climatic constraints. fn

areas with litt1e or no ice cover, winter activities may be similar to

those at other times of the year, although food choice and feeding sites

may differ (Brenner 1962; Davis 1984). In areas with extended periods

of ice cover, above-ice activity usuaÌIy onJ-y occurs at warmer

temperatures (Lancia 1-9'79¡ Lancia et al-. 1982; WheatJ-ey 1989). When



beavers remain under the ice, they generarry exhibit a free-running
circadian rhythm (Potvin and Bovet L975¡ Lancia et a7. L9B2). Lodge

temperatures in winter remain fairly constant, and the walls and snow

provide sufficient insulation from outside temperatures (Stephenson

1969; Buech et al-. 1989). Novakowski (1967 ) demonstrated that the

energy supply available from the food pile was insufficient to meet the

beavers' requirements for the winter at his study site in the Northwest

Territories. Beavers may also be stressed if water levels vary more

than 0.7 m in winter (Smith and Peterson 1991).

BEHAVTOUR

Behavioural studies have encompassed many aspects of beaver

biology. Patenaude and Bovet (1983; 1984) examined parturition and

related behaviours and grooming habits of beavers. Hodgdon and Larson

(1-973) considered sexuaL differences in behaviour and coJ_ony

organization. Brady and Svendsen (198i-) investigated the social

behaviour and social- interactions of a family of beavers. Svendsen

(1989) studied the duration of pair bonds and determined that no beaver

stayed with the same mate throughout 1ife.

REPRODUCÎTON AND SURVIVORSHIP

In conjunction with interest in beaver management and increasing

beaver numbers, several studies have examined age structures and sexual

maturity within beaver popuLations. Boyce (l-981) determined that human

exploitation (trapping) resulted in a decrease in adult survivorship and

increased the immediate survival of pre-reproducÈive animaLs. Hovrever,

Èhis in turn led to higher mortal-ity of t,he younger animals which

reproduced earlier and therefore did not attain fulf normal adult size.



Sexual maturity occurs at about 2 years

to 9 embryos 1X = 5.5) (Brenner l-964).

of 1:1 in South Dakota; while Leege and

male to female raÈio in fdaho.

TECENIQT,'ES

The development of techniques of trapping, marking, censusing, and

ageing beavers has been the focus of much fiterature. Buech (1983)

describes a modification of the Bailev live-trap to ensure qreater

success with captures. A variety of metnoas of marking ¡""1"r= n"rr"

been described including web punching on the feet (Aldous 1.940);

coloured plastic ear markers (Miller 1964); and a night identification

coLlar (Brooks and Dodge L978). The reliability of aerial surveys of

beaver lodges or food caches has been the focus of studies by Payne

(1981), Brown and Parsons (1982) and Swenson et aL. (1983). Patric and

Vlebb (1960) investigated weight, tail dimensions and zygomatic breadth

as methods of ageing beavers. Van Nostrand and Stephenson (J.964) and

Larson and Van Nostrand (1968) describe a technique for ageing beavers

by tooth development. Hartman (1992) has modified the latter technigue

for use on live beavers by using dental x-rays to examine tooth

development. With the advent of radioteLemetry, methods of

anaesthetizing (Lancia et al-. 1978) and attaching radiotransmitters have

been described (Busher 7975¡ Lancia 7979; Davis 1984¡ Davis et al-.

1984¡ cuynn et aL. 7987; Wheatley 1989).

7

of age, and females may carry 1

Dieter (1992) found a sex ratio

Williams (1967 ) found a 1.13:1



fn this study my objecÈives are: 1. To identify a suitabte method

of delineating home ranges for beavers¡ 2. To determine home range sizes

for beavers living in a mid-continent, boreal environment; 3. To

determine habitat, sex, â9ê cIass, and seasonal differences in home

range size for beavers in a mid-continent, boreal environment; 4. To

assess whether territories are present in this beaver population; 5. To

determine feeding habits of beavers in this area; 6. To determine any

seasonal variation in these feeding habits and possible reasons for
variation; 7. 1o assess relatedness among the beaver in this population

using DNA fingerprinting and determine if relatedness and territoriality
are correlated.

OBiIECTT\¡ES



This study $ras based at raiga Biorogical station (TBs), s!oo2,40"

N, 95'20'40" W, 250 km northeast of Winnipeg, Manitoba (Figure 1). The

study took place on Wallace Lake, Èhe Blind River which enters Wallace

Lake from the north, and rmplant and Gatlan ponds. The area eras burnt
in the 1980 wallace Lake fire. The river and ponds are bordered

primarily by burnt bogs with a few burnt ridges. The lake is bordered

primarily by burnt ridges. There are irreguJ.ar patches of unburnt land

in the area, some bordering the river and lake. To the east of TBS, the
Blind River traverses and arl- but disappears in a large boggy area known

as the Beaver Meadow (Figure J.). It is the result of numerous changes

of river fLow caused by beavers damming the river at various times in
the past. The bogs, and also some ridges where erosion has not been too

extensive, support a good growth of Populus tremul,oides, A-znus crispa,
Picea mariana and Pinus banksiana.

this area has a climate which is typical for mid-continent boreal

forest. Temperatures range from -40oc in winter to +35oc in summer.

Freeze-up occurs in late October or very early November and breakup in
Iate April or early May. fce cover is continuous throughout the period

except for occasional- areas around rapids or fast flowing water.

February ice thicknesses range from 50 cm to 100 cm depending upon snor,,

cover and air temperatures.
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AN ANAI,YSIS OF FOttR TECENIQTTES OF ESTIMATING

EOME R.ANGE SIZE USING FIELD DATA

CEAPTER 2



I compared estimates of beaver home range size and shape using

four different methods: grid; minimum convex polygon (MCp); modified
minimum area (MMA); and the Jennrich-Turner elJ-ipse. The grid gives the
smallest estimate most often and the ellipse or minimum convex polygon

gives the largest. The eÌlipse works best for home ranges wiÈh only one

area of concentrated use near the centre. The MCp and M-MA work best

when Èhe distribution of observations is a regular shape, with no

protruding arms. The grid method is most suitable for animaLs with
irregularry shaped home ranges or home ranges with several areas of

concentrated use.

ABSTRACT

L7



Home range is "that area traversed by the individual in its normal

activities of food gathering, mating and caring for young" (Burt

1943:351) or "the area in which an anima] normally lives excLusive of

migrations, emigrations or unusual erratic wanderings" (Brown and

Orians 1970:24O). The home range may vary with season, sex, age and

population density of a species (Burt 1943).

Many methods of determining the size of an animal's home range

have been developed (Mohr 7947¡ Harvey and Barbour 1965; Jennrich and

Turner 7969; Van Winkle et aL. 1973; Dixon and Chapman 1980; Schoener

1981.; Anderson 1982¡ Don and Rennolls 1983; Samuel and Garton 1985;

Hutton 1989). Metzgar (1973), however, noted that much of this
literature on home range was developed in the absence of accurate

information on either actual shapes of home ranges or the way activity
is distributed within them. Jennrich and Turner (1969), Ford and Krumme

(1979), Macdonald et a-2. (I979), Schoener (1981), Samuel and Garton

(1985) and White and Garrott (1990) have reviewed and compared the

various methods, usually using a few fiel-d examples. No comparison of

these methods has been made using a large number of field exampJ.es. No

meÈhod will be suitable in every situation (Anderson 1982 ) , and there

has been no agreement on which technigues yield the most valuable

results for field ecologists (Don and Rennolls 1983). In addiÈion, aIl
the commonly used methods have problems with biological assumptions,

sample size bias and sensitivities to extreme locations (Samuel and

carton 1985 ) .

The purpose of this paper is to compare the 4 most common and

simpl.e methods of home range estimation: the minimum convex polygon or

minimum area method; the modified minimum area method; the Jennrich-

Turner ellipse method; and the grid method. The data I use are the

resul"t of 6 years of tracking and observing beavers (Castor canadensis\.

INTRODUCTTON
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Here I compare the home range sizes estimated by Èhe different methods.

and examine the apparent home range delineated by each method, to
determine if certain patterns of use of the home range differentially
affect the ability of the various methods to delineate the home râñ.rê

accurately.

These home range methods are frequently app)-ied without evaluating

the fit of the assumed probability distribution to the observed data,

and the data freguently violate the assumed probability distributions
(Samuel- et aL. 1985; White and Garrott 1990). I also did not test the

fit of my data to the probability distribution, since the purpose of

this paper is to assess how well each of these methods fits for
aiff"r""t patterns of home range use.



I live-trapped beavers and attached uniguely numbered and coloured

ear tags (Monel, Number 3) to both ears (Mi1ler 1964\ to allow for
visual identification of individuals. I also attached tail collar radio

transmitters or implanted radio transmitters in 29 of the 32 beavers

discussed in this study (wheatley 1989). For tracking beavers I used an

H-shaped antenna and 24 channel receiver (Wildtife Materials Inc. ). For

beavers residing on the river or lake, I generaÌIy tracked and observed

from a 6.5 m freighter canoe. When observing at ponds, I chose a high

ridge or similar good vantage point from which to make observations. fn
general, I used telemetry to locate a beaver and then, as much as

possible, continued with visuaÌ observations of activities and

movements. At night I coul-d track beaver movements using telemetry,

sound and by observing water ripples.

I recorded information about the location, time, type of activity
and any movement to another location during the period of observation.

Observation periods varied in J.ength from 5 minutes to 13 hours,

depending upon weather conditions and the number of beavers being

observed in one night. Because beaver home ranges are extremely small

and restricted in winter under ice (I,lheat1ey 1989) (Chapter 5), the data

I present here are for open water seasons only. Most observations were

made betvreen 1800 and 2400 h. I recorded data directly into a field

book or on cassette audio tape for later transcription into the field
book. I later transferred the data onto forms for each beaver. I
considered one minute as one observation. While this does not allow for
true independence of observations (SwiharÈ and Slade 1985a; 1,985b), the

beavers move throughout their home range too much to be able to reflect
accurately their home range use by 1 observation per night. Although

independence of observations is desirabl-e, successive locations are

METHODS
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essential in order to describe space use patterns (Ford and Krumme

r drew maps of appropriate size and scale to encompass the home

range of each beaver or group of beavers. For the purpose of this
paper, r have anaryzed the data by 4 different methods: grid, minimum

convex polygon (McP),' modified minimum area (M¡{À); and Jennrich-Turner

95 t ellipse (JT ellipse). For the grid method (Adams and Davis !967¡
whitten 1982¡ samuel et aL. 1985) r used a grid equivalent to 50 by 50 m

on the ground (0.25 ha). I chose this size of grid because 50 m is
approximately the distance a beaver can swim in one minute, the period I
considered as one observation.

For the minimum convex polygon method I connected the outermost

points of location for each individual in each season (Mohr 7947; Harvey

and Barbour 1965). The modified minimum area method similarly connecEs

the nrrf crmôqf n.:-!^ L"! ì:-j!-l the lcncth nf l-ho I ino qoamonl-urrs vuLs!¡ttvÞu IJVr¡¡LÞ | DU¿ ¿f¡tl¿L:

connecting any two points to one guarter of the distance between the two

most extreme points (Harvey and Barbour 1965). Any point greater than

one quarter of the distance is connected to the nearest point by a

straight line. No biotogical justification is given for this l-imit of
one quarter of the home range length. For the JT ellipse, I used SAS

(SAS Institute Inc. L988) to calculate the geometric centre of a1l

observations for an individual- in a season and used the formulas given

by Jennrich and Turner (1969) and White and Garrott (1990) to calculate
the 95 t confidence ellipse for each case.

f classified beavers as pond, lake or river residents based on the
location of their primary residence (J.odge or bank burrow). Total
numbers of observations on which each of the estimates are based range

from 45 to 2934 (x = 486 + 69.1 1x t 2sE)). size estimates are given as

X t Zse. I used simple correlations and regression to compare the home

range estimates produced by the different methods. r examined the

estimates and grouped them by which methods gave the largest or smallest

21
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estimate. For each group, f compared the estimates by each method with
estimates by the same method for aLL other groups using a t-test. r

also made a visual examination of the distribution of observations to
identify any shape patterns associated with Èhe different groups.



Home range size estimates using the grid method averaged 7.73 !

1.63 ha (range I - 42.75 ha, N=69); using the MCP method the values

averaged 19.38 ! 7.77 ha (range 0.91 - 223.9 ha, N=69); using the MH-A

method, values averaged 13.62 i 5.88 ha (range 0.80 - 175.5 ha, ¡q=69);

and using the JT e1J-ipse method the vaLues averaged 27 .O4 ! 12.9 ha

(range O.4O4 - 383.8 ha, t'I=69) (Table 1). The estimates using the four

different methods were alI significantly posiÈiveIy correlated (pc0.O1,

¡I=69) (Figures 1 to 6). The JT ellipse and MMA methods, JT ellipse and

MCP methods and MCP and ì,LMA methods are all related in direct linear
fashion. The JT el-Iipse and grid, MMA and grid and the McP and grid
methods are reLated bv second order reqression.

The grid method gave the largest estimate in 2 cases (both faII)
(1 pond, 1 lake), and the smallest in 5O cases (31 summer, 6 late

surnmer, 11 fall, 1 spring, l late spring) (13 pond,20 lake, 17 river).
The MCP method gave the largest estimate in 31 cases (11 summer, 3 laÈe

surnmer 17 fall-) (10 pond, 15 lake, 6 river) and the smallest in none,

and usually included area not used by the beaver. The IIMA method gave

the larqest estimate in none of the cases and the smallest estimate in 5

cases (J. summer, 4 fa)-l) (5 pond). The JT ellipse method gave the

largest estimate in 36 cases (23 summerr 3 late sunÌmer,8 faII, 1

spring, 1 late spring) (10 pond, !2 l-ake,14 river) and the smallest in

L4 cases (2 summer, 12 fall") (3 pond, I lake, 3 river). The JT ellipse
usually included area not used, and excluded some areas that were used.

Home range estimates using aIl methods were significantly larger
(t-test, p<0.05 to p<0.005, df=6'7) for cases in which the JT ellipse
gave the largest estimate than for cases in which the MCP gave the

J.argest estimate (Table 2). Home range sizes for the 2 cases in which

the grid gave the largest estimate were smaller than those with the JT

REST'LTS
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Home range sizes, as determined by grid cell met,hod, minimum
convex polygon method (MCP), modified minimum area method
(MHA) and Jennrich Turner ellipse method (JT ellipse).
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Figure 2. Correlation between home range
eIl-ipse method and MCP method.
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Figure 4. Correlation between home
method and qrid method.

range area estimates using MCP
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Table 2. Home range estimate values using different methods of
estimation for examples where JT ellipse, McP or Grid give
the l-argest estimates and for cases where JT ellipse, ¡{MÀ or
Gri d ni we the emall_eSt eStimateS - Gri rì = ori rì nal I mef hnrì -r¡¡çe¡¡vq,

McP = minimum convex polyqon method, MMA = modified minimum
area method, JT ell-ipse = Jennrich Turner ellipse method.



LARGEST
METHOD

JT ELLIPSE

MCP

GRID

x

GRID

9.99

4.s4

SMALLEST
¡[ETEOD

SD

1. OO

't .27

JT ELLIPSE

4.74

MMA

LÀRGEST ESTIT¡ÍATES

x

GRID

MCP

28.82

9. 61

CRID

x

SD

o. 93

2.07

38. 60

3.25

r>.óz

SD

Y.14

i
MMA

o. 69

o. 03
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t.ó I

x
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x
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x
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ellipse largest or MCP largest for all methods except the JT ellipse
(Tab1e 2) .

Home range estimates using all methods were significantly smaller

(t-test, p<0.005, df=64) for cases in which the JT ellipse gave the

smallest estimate, than for cases in which the grid gave the smallest

estimate. Estimates were only significantly smaller for the JT ellipse

(t-test, p<0.05, df=19) when compared to those cases in which the l4M.A

gave the smal-lest estimate. Mean home range sizes were significantly

smaller (t-test, p<0.005, df=55) by all methods for cases in which the

l'1MA method gave the smallest home range estimate as compared to cases in

which the grid method gave the smallest estimate.

The largest difference between estimates was for beaver 8R1848 in

summer t987, when the largesÈ estimate (JT ellipse) was 8.98 times the

smallest estimate (grid) (Figure 7). The most similar estimaÈes were

for beaver cP1611 in fa11 1991 when the largest estimate (grid) was

1.I76 times the smallest estimate (MM.A) (Figure 8).

Neither of the 2 cases where the grid gave the largest home range

estimate had any areas of concentrated use; both were smal-l and somewhat

circular (Figure 8). Forty-six of the cases where the grid estimate was

smallest had 2 or more separate areas of concentrated use (Figure 7, 9

and 10); 3 had no areas of concentrated use; and t had 1 area of

concentrated use. These home ranges tended to be irregular in shape,

with several arms of activity.

Sixteen of the cases where MCP gave the largest estimate had 2 or

more separate areas of concentrated use, usually at least one of these

areas was at one edge or end of the home range (Figure 10); 12 cases had

only one area of concentrated use, usually elongate through the home

rânõê ltr'inrrres 11 :nd 12,l: end ? had nO areas Of Cgngentrated USo Manrr

of these home ranges included irregular protrusions of areas of non-

concentrated use at one side or end of the home range (Figures 10, 11,

tz | .

3+



Figure 7. Comparisons of home range ouÈlines for 4 home range
estimation methods, for the case with the rargest difference
between the estimates, 8R1848. Squares = grid method;-=
JT elJ-ipsei-= minimum convex polygon; and----= modified
minimum area. Etlipse method laigeÁi, grid smallest.
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Figure 8. Comparisons of home range outlines for 4 home range
estimation methods, for the case with the most similar
" =':*åff i;"i"å 3li;,, ;HËï, = 

"3ã 
:1 i"lni3åËo=*iT rål*'n ="'

area. Grid largest, MM-A smallest.
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Figure 9. Comparisons of home range outlines for 4 home range
estimation methods, JR81649. Squares = grid method;-=
JT eJ.Ìipse¡- = minimum convex polygon; and--- = modified
minimum area. ELJ-ipse Ìargest, grid smallest.
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Figure LO. Comparisons of home range outlines for 4 home range
estimation methods, BR16O3. Squares = grid Íìethodr.- =
eLlipse ì-= minimum convex polygon; and-- -- = modif ied
minimum area. MCP l_argest, grid smallest.
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Figure 11. Comparisons of home range outlines for 4 home range
estimation methods, IP403. Squares - grid method;-- J1
ellipse;-= minimum convex potygoni and- modif ied
minimum area. l4CP largest, l,fMA smallest.
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Figure 12. Comparisons of home range outÌines for 4 home range
estimation methods, T81510. Squares = grid methodi-=
ellipse;- Ê minimum convex po)-ygon; and---.= modif ied
minimum area. MCP Largest, eIJ.ipse smallest.
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of the 5 cases where the MMA qave the smallest estimate: 2 had

only 1 area of concenÈrated use (Figure ll) ¡ 2 had no areas of

concentrated use (Figure 8); and t had 2 separate areas of concentrated

use. Four of these 5 home ranoes were somewhat circular in shaÞe.

Thirfv-l-w- Of the 36 CaSeS where the JT ellinse nawe thc |:rnoc{-

method had home ranges with more than one area of concentrated use,

usually towards the ends of the home range (Figures 7 and 9¡. One case

had only one area of concentrated use but this area was elongate

throughout the home range, and the remaining 3 cases had no areas of

concentrated use. Ten of the 14 cases where the JT ellipse gave the

smal-lest estimate had only one area of concentrated use, usually towards

the centre of the home range (Figure 12);3 cases had no areas of

concentrated use; and L case had 2 areas of concentrated use, both close

to the centre of the home ranqe.



In general, the grid method gives the smallest estimate for larger

home ranges, especially those of irregular shape, while the MCP gives

the largest estimates for smaLler to mid-size home ranges when there are

several protruding arms, often with low use values. The JT ellipse
gives the Iargest estimates for larger home ranges and smallest

estimates for smaller home ranges wlth concentrated use near Èhe centre

of the home range. The McP estimates will always be the same or larger

than the l"fM.A estimate, and may be signif icantly larger (Craig and Keller

1986). Galbraith eË a-2. (L987) found that with turtles, the MCP

crÞnÊrâllw nawo the lârõêql- hnme r:nne eqfimatp and the MMÀ the smallest

in 5 of 7 cases, with the grid giving intermediate values. However,

Galbraith et a7. (1987) used the MMA method to determine which grid

squares to include in the home range estimate.

The nrirì method can be ver-- ...ethod can be ,r"ry li="frt, but depends somewhat on the

grid size chosen (Macdonald eÈ a-2. L979). the grid has an assumption of

homogeneity of use within each grid square. However, so long as the grid

cell size has some bio)-ogical basis, it should never give an estimate

that is substantialJ-y larger than Èhe MCP or llMA estimates. If there

are several observations that are only just within grid squares, then

the grid may overestimate the home range. If the number of observations

are adequate, then the grid method should not underestimate the home

ranqe drastically. Macdonald et a7. (\979) argue that the grid method

does not give any measure of t,he distribution of fixes, but Samuel and

carton (1985) illustrate a method for examining use patterns and

determining core areas.

The McP and MMÀ estimates are simple, flexible and easily

calculated (White and Garrott 1990). Nevertheless, they are very

sensitive to movement on the perimeter of the home range (Macdonald eË

al-.1979\ and especiall,y, as seen here, to irregularities in the

DISCUSSION
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distribution of activity. These irregularities may result in the
incl-usion of many unused areas in the MCP, which may be corrected for by

the MM-A (Harvey and Barbour 1965; Macdonald e¿ a-2. I9i9). previous

research has also shown that the MCp estimate is dependent on sample

sLze, when the sample size is small (Jennrich and Turner 1969i Macdonald

et aL. 1979; Schoener 1981; Anderson 1982i Bowen 1982¡ White and Garrott
1990). Implicit in the MCP and l4M-A methods is an assumption that the

habitat and utilization distribution are uniform throughout the range

(Schoener 1981; Bovren 1982¡ Samuel- and Garton 1985). This assumption

means that while the MCP and ÈfMÀ may be appropriate for quick

approximations of home range size (Anderson J-9e2), their validity for
most animal-s must be questioned.

fn almost all cases the JT ellipse incl-uded areas not included by

other methods and excLuded areas other methods incLuded. To some extent.

this exclusion should be expected since the J? ellipse only gives the

estimated area for 95 t of the activity. The assumption of the JT

ellipse is that activity is distributed in a bivariate normal manner

about the centre of the range (Jennrich and Turner 1969; Samuel and

Garton 1985; White and Garrott 1990). For beavers, when t,heir home

range came close to meeting the assumptions (one area of concentrated

use close to the centre of the home range) the JT ellipse generally gave

the smaLLest home range estimate. Therefore when the assumptions are

met, the ellipse can be usefuL. But, rarely is the bivariate normal

modeL biologicalLy jusÈifiable (Ford and Krumme I979; Macdonald et al..

L979¡ Anderson 1982¡ White and Garrott L990) although it may fit in a

homogeneous environment (Van Winkle 1975).

APPLICAÎION OF ¡{ETEODS TO ESTTI{.ATE SOME RANGE SIZE

In the examples given here, it can be seen that home range shape

often refrects shape of the habitat. rn borear forest shield areas,
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water availabil-ity for beavers is regulated by irregularities of the

land. Hence, home ranges tend to be irregular in shape. In areas where

habitat has a more unlform "grain", such as a series of oxbow lakes of

similar shape and size, home ranges should be more regular in shape.

However, even areas which look homogeneous to the human eye may not be

homogeneous to beaver. For example, a group of trees which all appear

the same are not necessarily identicaL to beavers, who will sample them

before leaving some and harvesting others (Jenkins, t978).

With beaver, one can see that the habitat is not homogeneous,

because they use boÈh land and water. fn addition, their home ranges

frequently incl-ude a variety of vegetation types which make the land

heterogeneous. However, as noted above, even areas which appear

homogeneous to us are not necessarily homogeneous in what they provide

to beavers. Similarly Roze (L989) reports porcupines (Erethizon

dorsatum) using only selected trees in a forest. Pruitt (pers. comm. )

noted that multiple caribou (Rangifer tarandus) entering muskegs eat one

willow and ignore every other willow in the bog (Pruitt, pers. comm. ).
Ford and Krumme (1979) discussed the lmportance of the basic

nhvqical cfrrrcfrr¡s of the environment in which an animal lives in

determining the parts to which Èhe animal truly has access. one must be

careful when one Looks at the apparent environment within which any

animal lives. Burt (1943) noted that rarely if ever is an animal's home

range in any convenient geometric design and that many were probab)-y

amoeboid in outline. The only method which wiII resul-t in amoeboid

shaped home range maps is the grid method. It is interesting to note

that while most authors working on home range estimation cite Burt's

(1943) definition of home range, they fail to mention this caution about

home range shape.

Geist (1971-) noted that home range may be laid out contrary to

convenience and logic. The ellipse and polygon methods are logical, but

not necessarily reaListic, and usually do not recognize the physical
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characteristics of the land. Mohr and Stumpf (1966) assert,ed that
practical and theoretical considerations require that the real shape of

the home range be recognized. Metzgar (1973) declared it unwise to
assume that a particular shape or activity dist.ribution occurs in any

population at any one time. These assumptions are built into many of
the methods.

Most animals do not use their entire home range with egual

intensity (Dixon and Chapman 1.980). However, the MCP and llMA assume

uniform habitat and uniform use of the habitat. fn order to understand

the biological- significance of an animal's home range, one must include

some knowledge of the intensity of use, by the animal, of various parts

of the area (Hayne L949) because only when home range size and shape are

coupled with ecological and behavioural information do they become

meaningful (Bowen l932r. Only the grid method truly allows recognition

of different intensities of use without any assumptions about the

distribution of activity around the centres of activity.

Non-statistical techniques (McP, MMÀ, grid) freguently have a

sample size bias, and statistical technigues (JT ellipse) frequently

lack biological meaning (Hutton 1989). The more mathematically

complicated models (JT elLipse) do not necessarily give greater

biological insight (Macdonald eÈ al.. L979). Van Winkle (1975) and Voigt

and Tinline (1979 ) both warned that one must keep the objective in mind

of using sound statistical- techniques that can take us beyond estimating

home range parameters and l-ook at how the animal is affected by its

physical and biological environment. Of all- the methods discussed here,

only the grid method real.Iy allows for delineation of different

intensities of use.



white and Garrot.t (1990) argued for emphasizing the actual map of
locations which cannot be distorted. If this is done first, the pattern
of use can be identified and the appropriate method used. rf the
distribution of points is fairly evenry spread, with no apparent arms

protruding, then the MMÀ and MCP may give reasonable estimates of home

range size. If there is a concentration of observations towards the
centre of the points, with less towards the edges and no protruding

arms, the JT ellipse may be appropriate. rf the distribution of points
shows several areas of concentrated use and/or an irreguJ-ar shape, the

grid method may be the most appropriate meLhod of estimating home range

shape and size. The grid method also allows the analysis of space use

patterns within the home range. Whil-e all the methods are potentialty
usefur for some of the beavers in my study, only the grid method appears

to give reasonabre estimates in alr the examples. since comparison

between results from one group using one method and results from another

grouP using another method is not legitimate, I believe the grid method

is the most suitable method for use in comparing home ranges that are

not necessarilv all uniform in structure.

CONCLUSIONS
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HOME R.åNGE SIZES OF BEA\/ER TN SUMMER

CEAPTER 3



f studied beavers (Castor canadensis) in the boreal forest of
eastern Manitoba from 1986 Eo 1992. f captured and ear tagged 6O

different beavers, and outfitted 42 of these animals with transmitters.
I collected sufficient data to determine summer home range size for 34

beavers. All beavers except one had core areas. Beavers living in
river habitat had the largest su¡nmer home ranges, those riving in pond

habitats had the smallest home ranges, and lake beavers were

intermediate. Adul-t males usually had the largest home ranges, and

adult femaLes the smaÌIest. Adul-t females usually had home ranges

centred closer to the lodge, and adult males farther from the lodge,

than other family members. Percent of area in the core and percent of

activity in the core were similar for all habitats and sex and aqe

classes (27 * and 74 t respective)-y).
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Analysis of size and patterns of use of home range gives us a

better understanding of the relationship between an animal and its
environment or habitat. By assessing home range size and use it is
possible to infer the real requirements of a species and how these might

vary in different habitats and for different sex and age classes. Much

earLy work on beavers relied on examining evidence of beaver activity:
lodges; dams; food piles; and cutting areas (Morgan 1868 in Morgan 1986;

!{arren 192'7 ). only with the advent of radio-telemetry has the study of

the actual movements of this nocturnal mammal been possible.

Many authors have provided a variety of definitions of home range

(Brown and Orians 1970; Burt L943). There is a general acceptance of

Burt's (1943) definit.ion of home range as "that area traversed by the

individual in its normal activities of food gathering, mating and caring

for young". Home range is different from territory which Burt (L943)

defines as the "protected part of the home ranqe". Brown and Orians

(1970) 1-ist 3 conditions which must be met for an area to be considered

a territory: l-) a fixed area; 2) a defended area;3) exclusive use of

area. fn this paper I will consider home ranges only. The issue of

territoriaLity wifl be deaLt with separately in Chapter 6.

Animals use areas disproportionateJ.y within their home range

(Samuel et al-. 1985), and there may be regions of more concentrated use

ôr.ôrÞ ârêâq lSnrinccr lgR?\- CO¡'e afeas afe "thOSe areas uSed more

frequently than any other areas and probably contain the home sites,

refuges and most dependable food sources ... that is those portions of

the animal's home range that exceed an equal- use pattern" (Samuel eÈ

al-. 1985 ) .

Busher (1975) and Davis (1984) quantified daily movements of

beaver but did not delineate actual home range sizes. Brady and

Svendsen (L981), Bergerud and MiIIer (1977 ) and Green (1936) atl

IIflTRODUCTTON



described beaver activities without quantifying movements or home range

sLze. OnIy cillespie (1975) provided details of beaver home range size.

Hodgdon and Larson (1973) and Busher and Jenkins (1985) reported

differences in behavioural patterns of different age class and sexes of
beavers, while Davis (1984) assumed that there r^ras no significant
difference in movement. or behaviour patterns between sex and age

classes. No authors appear to have exanrined variations in home range

size among beavers in different sex and age classes. Nor have any

attempts been made to identify core areas of beavers.

the purpose of this paper is to examine use of home range by

beavers in summer. This lasts from breakup of ice cover in early May to
the beginning of fall activity (construction of food pile and/or lodge)

in late August or early September. Kits are born in late May or early
June. The summer months are spent raising the kits and/or feeding and

^,^,_,.i ñ^

The nuIl hypotheses for my study are: H.L A11 areas of the home

range are used equally, that is there are no core areas¡ H"2 There is no

correlation between size of core areas (if present), size of home range,

proportion of area in the core and proportion of activity in the core;

H.3 There are no differences in these parameters for beavers ).iving in

different habitats; H.4 There are no differences in these parameters for

beavers of different sex and age classes; Ho5 There are no differences

in the locations of activitv of different famiLv members.



f live-trapped beavers using Hancock traps baited with a piece of
trembling aspen (PopuJus tremuToidesl 30 cm Long and 2 to 5 cm in
diameter and a scent bait consisting of ground up beaver castor, anise

extract and glycerine (Aleksiuk, 1968). For each animal f took

measurements of total length, tai]- )-ength, hind foot length, length of
ear from notch, neck circumference, and taiL circumferences at the base

and at the widest point. f also weighed each animal and determined its
sex by palpating externally for the baculum.

To facilitate visual identification of individuals, I attached to
both ears uniqueì-y numbered metal ear tags (Monel, Number 3) to which f
af f ixed uniguely coloured f lags of reinfo¡ssd vinrrl aq rloc¡ri ¡'o.1. by

Miller (1964).

RADIOÎELEMETRY

METHODS

I installed radio-transmitter using 2 methods: intraperitoneal
impJ-antation (42 transmitters); and tail coLlars (3 transmitters)
(Vlheatley 1989). The implanted packages (Austec Electronics) consisted

of a transmitter coupled with a C cel-l lithium battery, aII encased in
beeswax and then Elvax (Mini-mitter co. ) which is bio)-ogicatly inert.
The entire package measured about 6 x 4 cm and weighed about B0 g. The

tail collars (Wildlife Materials lnc.) measured 12.5 x 7.5 x 4.5 cm and

weighed about 295 g including the webbing used for attachment to the

base of the tail

For tracking beavers I used an H-shaped antenna and 24 channel

receiver (wildlife Materials Inc. ). For beavers residing on the river
or lake, I generally tracked and observed from a 6.5 m freighter canoe.

When observing at ponds, I chose a high ridge or similar good vantage

point nearby from which Lo make observations. In general, I used the

J¿
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telemetry to locate the beaver and then, as much as possible, continued

with visual observations of activities and movements. After dark, my

observations were based on using telemetry to locate animals, and sounds

of chewing or tree fer].ing or visual observation of water rippres to
determine activity.

r recorded information about the location, time, type of activity,
and any movement to another location during the period of observaÈion.

Observation periods varied in length from 5 minutes to 13 hours

depending upon weather conditions and the number of animals being

observed in one night. Most observations vrere made between 18OO and

24OO h. I recorded data directly in a fieLd book or on cassette audio

tape for later transcription into the field book. I later transferred
the data onto forms for each beaver.

f drew maps of appropriate size and scale to encompass the home

range of each beaver or group of beavers. r then made a grid overlay on

an acetate sheet, eguiva)-ent to a 50 m by 50 m grid (0.25 ha) on the

ground. I transferred each beaver's data onto the appropriate grid.
For this I considered 1 minute as 1 observation. A beaver can swim

approximately 50 m in one minute. While this does not aÌlow for rrue
independence of observations (Swihart and Slade 1985a; 1985b), the

beavers move throughout their home ranges too much to be abLe to reflect
accurateLy home range use by 1 observation per night. f separated

seasons by identifying apparent shifts in patterns of use, such as new

areas of use or previously used areas that were no longer frequented.

I tallied the number of observations in each grid ceII and the

total number of observations for each beaver for each season. f also

recorded the totaL number of grid ceLls used. To determine the core

area of each individual's home range, r calcurated the proportion of
observations in each grid cell (number of observations in ceI1/total
number of observations) and compared these proportions to those expected

in each grid cell if the beaver's use of the cells was uniform (1/number



of grid cells).

function with the hypothesized uniform cumulative distribution function

for each beaver using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov one taiLed goodness of fit
procedure in which N equals the number of grid squares (Samue1 et a7.

1985). If this test shovred that a core area was present, f classed all
celLs with a greater proportion of observations than uniform as core

areas (Samuel et aL. 1985). f then transferred to the map the outline
of Lhe home range and core areas within the home range.

TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

5¿l

f compared the ordered observed cumulative distribution

I calculated the home ranse size in hectares bv dividinq the total

nrrmì'ror nf nri d ¡-- -eIIs used by 4. fn aII following ai""rr==io"=, , refer
to this as the TotaÌ Size. I determined the size of the core area (Core

Size) by tot.alling the number of grid cells identified as constituting

the core area and dividing these by 4 in the same manner as for Total

Size. I calculated the percent of the ToÈal Size that was included in

the Core Size for each beaver by dividing the Core Size by total size

and mul-tiplying by 100. This I refer to as the Core Percent. To

calcul-ate the percent of activity which occurred within the core area

(core Activity), f divided the total- number of observations in cells

identified as comprising the core area by the total number of

observations of each beaver and multiplied by 100.

1o separate different. age cLasses, I used the classification

system of Buckl-ey and Libby (1955). "Kits" were any beavers less than

12 months of age. "Yearl-ings" refers to a1l- beaver in their second year

of life and "two-year-olds" to those in Èheir third year of life. The

term "adult" refers to any beaver older than 36 months of age. I

classified beavers as pond, Iake or river beavers based on the location

of their primary residence (the lodge or bank burrow used most).



ANALYSTS

r analyzed the data for all beavers by habitat type and by sex and

age class within family groups. f calculated the means for Total SLze,

core size, core Percent and core Activity. Results are given as mean t
2 standard errors. r emp).oyed spearman Rank correration (r.) to
determine correlations^ between different. variabres (pairwise
correlations between Total- size, core size, core percent and core

Activity) for all beavers and broken down by habitat. f used the Mann-

whitney U-test for analysis of habitat differences in the variables.
For determining differences in the variables between family members

within families I used the Wilcoxon Matched pairs Test.

I used SAS (SAS fnstitute Inc. L988) to calculate a weighted

centroid of all- the observations on each beaver and the associated

variance. Hayne (1949) uses the term "centre of activity" to refer to
the geometric centre of alt the locations of an animal, while Dixon and

chapman (1980) use the term "centre of activity" to mean an area in
which there is a large amount of activity. For this reason r have

chosen an alternate term, the "centroid" to denote the geometric centre

of all the points. For beavers residing in famiry groups, r then tested
for similarity beLween the calcuLated centroids using F and t tests with
weighted degrees of freedom.
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f captured and ear tagged 60 different beavers, and outfitted 42

of these animals with transmitters. some animals had more than 1

transmitter during the course of this study. I had sufficient data to
determine summer home range size for 34 beavers.

ToÈaI Size ranged from 2.25 Eo 42.75 ha 1I=f0.34!2.75 ha, N=34)

(Figure 1). All beavers had core areas (Kolmogorov one-sided test,
p<0.05 to p<0.005) except one adult female (TBLSOB, Iake habitat,
p>0.05, N=11)(Appendices 2 and 3). Core Size varied from 0.?5 to 14.25

ha lx=2.86410.9070 ha, N=33)(Figure 1). The core area accounted for
16.36 to 37.5 t of the total home range (i=27.27!7.9 t, N=33)(Figure 2),
and included 60.9 Èo 84.4 % of the activity 1i=l+.0512.5 *, N=33)

(Figure 2) (See also Appendix 1).

core size and Totar size were highJ-y correlated (spearman Rank

Correlation, r.=0.9340, p<0.0005, N=33). There was no significant

correlation between lotaI Size and Core Activity (r"=0.0391, p>0.25,

N=33) or Core Percent (r,=-0.2463, p>0.05, N=33). Neither was the Core

Size correLated with Core Percent (r"=0.0528, p>0.25, N=33) or Core

Activity (r.=0.189'7, p>0.1, N=33). core Activity and core percent also

were not significantly correlated (r"=0.2445, p>0.05, N=33).

Beaver home ranges tended to foIIow shorelines and never included

large expanses of open water (Appendix 1). r only found beavers in open

vtater areas (on lakes) when they were crossing from one point of land to
another, and then they appeared to select areas that furnished the

narrowest expanse of water. Even pond beavers did not often use the

centraL part of their ponds. Main rodges were usually at one side or

end of a home range, and rarely towards the centre. core areas al-ways

included both land and water and were never exclusively one or the

other. whire beavers did not use their entire home range every night, r

found that during overnight observations, beavers did use most of their

REST'LTS
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Figure 1. Summer home range area size (open symbols) and core area
size (closed symbols) (hectares) for all beavers combined
and by habitat. Symbols indicate means, wide bars show I 2
standard errors, narrow Iines shor., range.
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Figure 2. Summer core size as percent of total home range size (open
symbols) and percent of all activity in core area (closed
symbol-s) for aLl beavers combined and by habitat. symbols
indicate means, wide bars show + 2 standard errors, narrow
lines show range.
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home range every night. (See Appendix 1) During the night, beavers

residing in family groups made frequent trips to the lodge from their
feeding areas, often taking vegetation into the lodge at that time.

Beavers not resident in family groups usually spent most of the night
out of the lodge with no visits to the lodge.

HABITAT

Total Size was larger for river beavers than pond beavers (Mann-

Whitney U-test, U=!'7, p<0.005, n=74,9) (Figure 1). There \ras no

significant difference in Total Size between beavers inhabiting ponds

and lakes (U=53.5, p>0.1, N=L4,11)(Figure 1) or l_akes and rivers (U=31,

p>0.05, N=11,9) (Figure 1). Likewise Core Size was larger in rivers than

ponds (U=23.5, p,0.01, N=14,9)(Figure 1), but there was no difference in
Core Size between pond and lake (U=45, p>0.05, N=14r10) or river and

lake (U=28, p>0.05, N=9,10). The Core Percent was not significantly
different between pond and lake (U=44, p>0.05, N=14,10), pond and river
(U=62, p>0.01, t'l=L4, 9 ) or river and lake (U=32, p>0. 1, N=9, 10 ) (Figure

2). Neither was there any difference in the Core Activity between pond

and lake (U=64, p>0.1, N=14,10), pond and river (U=62, p>0.1, N=14,9) or

river and lake (U=32, p)0.L, N=9,10) (Figure 2).

Pond

59

For pond beavers the Core Size and Total Size were highly
positively correlated (r"=0.9188, p<0.0005, N=14). The TotaI Size was

also significantJ.y positively correlated with Core Activity (r"=O.4796,

p<0.05, N=l-4) but was not positiveJ-y correlated with Core percent

(r"=0.0858, p>0.25, N=J.4). The Core Size was positively correlated with

both Core Percent (r,=0.4094, p<0,05, N=14) and Core Activity (r,=0.7342,
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p<0.0025, N=14). Core Percent and Core Activity were highly correlated
(r"=0.'1 ]-43, p<0.005, N=14).

Lake

Total Size was highly positively correlated with Core Size

(r"=0.9326, p<0.0005, N=10) and negatively correlated with Core Percent

(r"=-0.6485, p<0.O25, tt=10). Total Size was not positively correlated

with Core Activity (r,=0.1043, p>0.25, N=10). Core Size was not

significantly positively correlated with Core Percent (r"=-0.4049,

p>0.1, N=J.0) or Core Activity (r,=0.1043, p>0.25, N=L0). Neither were

Core Percent and Core Activity positively correlated (r"=-9.0667,

p>0.25, N=10).

River

(r"=0.9289, p<0.0005, N=9) but not with core Percent (r"=0.1172, p>O.25,

N=9) or core Activity (r,=0, p>0.25, N=9). Core Size was not positively

correlated with Core Percent (r"=0.3697, p>0.1, N=9) or Core Activity

(r"=0.1088, p>0.25, N=9). Neither was there a significant positive

correlation between Core Activity and Core Percent (r"=-0.0418, p>O.25,

N=9).

FÀMII,Y

Total Size was highly positively correlated with Core Size

Within known family groups, TotaJ- Size of adult males was

significantly larger than that of adult females (Wilcoxon Signed Rank

Test, 1=0, p=0.0078, N=6)(Figure 3). Tota1 Size of yearling males was

also larger than that of adult femaÌes (1=0, p=0.0132, N=5), but adult



Figure 3. summer home range area size (open symbols) and core area
size (cLosed symbols) (hectares) for beavers Iiving in
family groups, by sex and age class. Symbols indicate
means, wide bars show + 2 standard errors, narrow lines show
râ ñôô
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males were no different from yearling males (T=3.5, p=0.1562, N=5).

There were insufficient yearling females (N=3) for comparison to any of
the other groups, but the yearling females'home ranges tended to be

intermediate in size between sizes of the adult female and yearling male

(Figure 3).

The adult males'Core Sizes were larger than the adult females'

(T=0, p=0.0156, N=5) (Figure 3). Yearling males' Core Sizes tended to be

next largest after the aduLt males', but were not significantly
different from the adult males' (T=3, p=0.3125, N=5). These were

followed in size by the yearling females and adult females, but numbers

in each group are too few for statistical comparison.

The Core PercenÈ was very simil-ar for all family members (Figure

4). There was no significant difference between adult mal-es and adult

females (T=J, p=O.2812, N=6) or between adult males and yearling males

(1=3, p=0.1562, N=5). There were insufficient numbers to compare other

groups.

There was no difference in Core Activity between aduLt males and

females (1=10, P=0.5, N=6), but the yearling males had greater Core

Activity than the adult males (T=0, p=0.0312, N=5) (Figure 4). Numbers

within other groups were insufficient for statistical- comparisons.

Centroids

The centroids of activity were different for each family member

within each famiJ-y group (t-test, p<0.025 to p<0.0005) (Figures 5t6,7 tg

and 9 ) . A significant difference in either the X or Y direction results
in a difference in the centroids. l^¡ithin each family, the adult

female's activity centroid was closer to the lodge than that of any

other member of the family. The aduLt male's centroid was farther from

the lodge than all other family members for Implant Pond, Twin Bays and

Gatlan Pond (1991)(Figures 5,6 and 9). In the JRB Bay and Gatlan Pond
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Figure 4 Summer core size as percent of total
symbols) and percent of all acÈivity
symbols) for beavers Ìiving in family
class. Symbols indicate means, wide
errors, narrow Iines show range.
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Centroids of activity for Implant Pond
Centroids are shown + 2 sÈandard errors
directions. Adult MaIe = IP491, Adult
Yearling MaIe = IP433, Juvenile Female

Family, Summer, 1989.
in both the X and Y

Female = IP4t4,
= IP403.
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Figure 6. Centroids of activity for lwin Bays Family, Sununer, 1991.
Centroids are shown + 2 standard errors in both X and y
directions. Adult Male = T81510, Adult Female = T81508,
Yearling Male = TBL528, Yearling Fema1e = T81502.
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Figure 7 Centroids of activity for JRB Bay Family, Summer,
Centroids are shown + 2 standard errors in both X
directions. Adult Male = JRB1617, Adult Femal-e =Yearling MaIe (Triangle Down) = JR81641, Yearling
/Trianolê llnl = JR!1649.

1990.
and Y
JRB1629,
MaIe
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Figure 8. centroids of activity for catlan ponds Family, summer, 1990.Centroids are shown t 2 standard errors in both X and y
directions. Adult Male = cp1611., Adult Female cp16?6,
Yearlìnn M¡ìo = nÞ1Ãg{, yearling FemaLe = Gp1623.
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k î drlFô q Centroids of activity for Gatlan
Centroids are shown + 2 standard
directions. Adult MaIe = cP1611,
Yearlinq FemaLe = GP1526.

Ponds Family, Sunuîer, 1-99t
errors in both X and Y
Adult Female = GPt676,
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(1990) families. the adult male's centroid was closer to the lodge than

one or both yearlings (Figures 7 and 8). The adult male tended to have

a home range that extended farther from the lodge than those of other

members of the family while the adult female,s home range usually was

closer to the lodge than those of other family members (See Appendix 1).



HOME R.N,NGE STZE AND SHAPE

f found beaver home ranges to average 10.34 ha in s:-ze. Beavers

use most of their home range each day. This is unlike many other

animals for which home ranges have been determined. Georgii (1980)

found that red deer (Ceryus eJaphus) used only a smal"I part of their
home range each day. Hutton (1989) found similar results with Nile
crocodiles (CrocodiTus nil-oticus) as did Galbraith et aL. (1987¡ with

snapping turtles (Chelydra serpentina). Both crocodil-es and turtles are

similar to beavers in being semi-aquatic, however they differ in being

ectotherms not endotherms. cillespie (1975) found beaver summer home

ranges from l-.76 to 22.Q ha in southern Ontario. No other authors have

quantified home range size, but Busher (1975) found home range lengths

of 2OO to 800 m in California, and Davis (L984) found distances between

extreme points of daily movement to be 84 to 1863 m in South Carolina.

The values given by these authors are similar, although somewhat smaller

than, my home range values.

Beaver home ranges are not uniform in shape. They do not conform

to any regular shape such as the ellipse described by Jennrich and

Turner (L969) the circular home ranges of Van Winkle (1975) nor the

multiple circl-es around centres of activity of Dixon and Chapman (l-980)

or Don and RennolIs (1983) (Chapter 2). Rather, the home ranges fol-Iow

the convoluted shorelines of lakes, the meandering routes of rivers, or

the natural, irregular outlines of ponds. Shorelines are the primary

source of beaver food, either as leaves and bark of terrestriaÌ Erees or

the aguatic pì.ants growing in shallow water near the shore.

When moving between feeding sites or lodges, beavers tend to stick
close to shore except to cross to an island. Tevis (1950) also reported

frequent movement by beavers along shorelines. The eyesiqht. of beavers

DISCUSSION

tv
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is poor compared to their senses of smell and hearing. By travelling
near shore they may be better able to track their Location by smell.

The Nile crocodiles and snapping turtles cited earlier also show

movement pat,terns in which they stay close to the water's edge and avoid

deep water except to cross (Hutton 1989; Galbraith et aL. 1987). The

beavers often followed very similar routes each day. while this might

be expected on the river, it seems unusual on the lake or ponds. While

nothing is visible to the human eye, it is as if the beaver is foll-owing

a set of pathways between feeding and rest spots, similar to those

reported for Kl-oss Gibbons (Whitten 1982).

CORE AREAS

Al1 beavers except one adult female had core areas. These

averaged 2.864 ha in size and accounted for 27.27 * of the home range

and 74 t of the activity. Core areas usually included the 1-odge, but

were not usual-Iy at the geographic or geometric centre of the home

range. Springer (1982) reported 82,9 t of activity in 6.9 B of the home

range for coyotes (CanÍs Latrans), and Samuel et a7. (L985) recorded 76

B of activity in 34 B of the home range for black bears (Llrsus

americanus). As with beavers, both coyotes and black bears had muttiple
core areas. For beavers, the core areas are primarily associated with

feeding or food gathering sites and lodge(s) and bank burrows. Most of

the remaining home range serves as travel- routes between core areas or

may be the result of expl-oration or scouting of new sites by beavers.

Beavers with more extensive regions of non-core home range were

generally non-family subaduLts or adult males and occasionally yearlings

in family groups.

Core Size varied with habitat and sex and age cLass. However,

Core Percent and Core Activity showed no such variation except that
year)-ing males showed slightly greater degree of activity in the core
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than adult males. Despite this, the means are still similar. It would

seem that regardless of habitat or sex or age, beavers use about one-

quarter of their home range as core area, and about 3/4 of. their
activity occurs in this core area. while this might be a mathematical

artefact, f believe this unrikely due to the range of values for core

size and core percent (Figure 2). This would seem to indicate that
beavers have some basic patterns of use of the area in which they Live.

Regardless of habitat or sex or age, about 3/4 of their home range is
not used intensively. The lack of core area in the one adult female

probabl-y resulted from her fairly constant movement to and from the

lodge.

HABITAT

rJnmo r¡nnq size and Core Size were both larqest for river beavers

and smal-Lest for pond beavers with lake beavers intermediate between t.he

l-,.,n r¡r-ra nnnrr h^- ^- ^-^^ !L^! is more definitivelv delineated than the¡¡¡ç pv¡¡u ¡¡oÞ ar¡ a!sd L¡¡dL rÞ ¡ilu!E uË!!¡¡rLl

river or lake. However, the pond beavers did not always remain within
the boundaries of their own pond. Tevis (1950) found beavers were

restricted to their own pond. This may be dependent on the density of

beavers in the area. There were no other beavers livinq in the

immediate vicinj-ty of Èhe pond beavers I studied.

A pond, with the dam which creates it, reguires a greater energy

input than lake or river habitats. I hypothesize that in order for the

beavers to put the extra effort into building and/or maintaining a pond,

there must be a certain quality to the habitat. If the pond has a

greater abundance of food, then they will not require a larger home

range to supply sufficient food. Similarly if food is more

concentrated, core areas will be smaller. Ponds also tend to be shallow

with little water fl-ow which encourages growth of aguatic plants which

are sometimes eaten by beaver (Jenkins 7979) (Chapter 7).
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The large home ranges of river beavers may be an artefact of the
grid method due to the relative widths of the grid and the river.
Ho\rever, food supply may also be the cause of larger river home ranges.

The river is primarily bordered by bogs, wit,h occasional ridge areas.

Most of the bogs contain species not usually selected by beavers (Larix
laricina, Picea mariana) (See Chapter 7). Ridges are the most freguent

sites for growth of more favoured beaver food such as Trembling Aspen

(PopuTus tremuToides). The Gatlan Ponds are surrounded by very Iittle
bog, and Implant Pond had ridges or drier land only a short distance

back from shore. The Lake also has more ridge areas along the shore

than the river. Ponds and lakes therefore had a qreater number of
â^+^-+l âìt,uLsrrLldr dlEdÞ of suitable beaver food than ti.ral= and beavers may have

had correspondingly smaller home ranges. Beavers Iiving on the river,
especially near the mouth, often had home ranges that included lake

habitat possibly for food. Most of the river beavers in this study were

lone subadul-t beavers. They may therefore have been travelLing farther
in order to search for suitable areas for permanent residence or for a

FAMILY

Within family groups, the adult male had the largest home range

and the adult female the small-est. The centroids showed that the adult

male tended to be farther fiom the lodge, and the adult femal-e closer to
the Lodge. There have been many different findings about the behaviour

and roles of different family members. Adult males have been found to
have much suÍìmer movement (Tevis l-950), and greater variation in rest
sites than adult females (Busher 1991). From time to time, I saw all
members of the beaver families taking food into the lodge, apparently

for the kits. while all family members are capable of taking this food

in, the kits are also nursing at this time and the adult female is the
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only one capable of nursing the kits. Hence, the adult female may be

required to remain closer to the lodge in order to meet the needs of the
t- I ! ^

Previous studies have described many different roles for the adult
male while kits are present. The adult male may stay away from the

lodge while the kits are around (Seton 1909; Bradt L938),.or not

associate much with the adult female (Busher 1975), or the adult male

may help with care of the young (Brady and Svendsen 1981; Busher and

Jenkins L985). As f found for members of family groups, Tevis (1950)

found that beavers r¡tere independent of each other during the night and

visited the lodge throughout the night.



Ho1 was disproved. Beavers do not use all areas of their sununer

home range egually, core areas are almost always present. These core

areas usually include the lodge and major feeding areas. Beavers tend

to traver close to shore and only venture into open water in order to
cross to another shore. Ho2 was also disproved. Home range size was

positiveJ-y correlated with core area size for al-l- beavers combined and

within each habitat. Ho3 was disproved. River beavers had larger home

ranges, probably as a result of fewer areas of food availabiLity. Pond

beavers had smaller home ranges, possibly due to a higher quality of
habitat in areas where ponds are constructed. All beavers had similar
percentages of home range and activity in their core areas indicating
that there is a basic pattern of use of the home range coÍìmon to all
beavers regardless of habitat. Ho4 was disproved. Adult males usually

have a larger home range and core area than other family members and

adult females tend to have a smaller home range and core area than other

family members. Ho5 was also disproved. Adult maLes are generally

active farther from the J.odge than other family members, while adult
fomalêq ârê dêñêrâllr¡ ¡nl-ir¡o ¡lôcolf-^ l-lro lnrl¡o

CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPÎER 4

EOME RANGE SIZES OF BEA\IER IN FAÍ-L



f studied beavers (CasËor canadensis) in the boreal forest of
eastern Manitoba from 1986 to 7992. I captured and ear tagged 60

different beavers, and outfitted 42 of these animals with transmitters.
I coLlected sufficient data to determine fall home range size for 27

beavers. FalL home ranges averaged 3.07 ha in size, and core areas were

present in 21 of 27 beavers. Home range sLze, Core area size and

percent of total- home range area in the core were positively correlated.
Home ranges were larger for river beavers than pond or lake beavers, but

Ìake beavers had more activity in their core area than pond or river
beavers. Adult femal-es tended to have smaller home ranqes than other

f amil-y members.

ABSTRACT
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In the taiga and other areas where ice-cover in wint,er restricts
access to food, falI is the time of year when beavers construct food

piles and build or repair lodges and dams. úlinter survival may depend

on fall activities. Despite the importance of this season to beavers,

few authors have investigated activities of beavers aÈ this time of
year. Jenkins (1979) reports seasonal differences in food preference

and seasonal- variation in site selection (Jenkins 19gL) by beavers.

Busher and Jenkins (1985) inctuded fall data in their examination of
behavioural patterns of a beaver family. Davis (1984) includes data on

seasonar variation in beaver movements, but his study area was not

subject Èo ice-cover, so fall activities did not have to include food

cache construction. citrespie (7977 ) is the only author to have

examined home range size, but she does not differentiate between the
seasons in her study.

Burt (L943) defined home range as,'that area traversed by the

individual in its normal activities of food gathering, mating and caring
rnr 'a"na'r ^^'e areas are "t.hose areas used more frequentlv than anvg¡¡VÞs q! eãÞ q ÞEu ¡u!

other areas and probably contain the home sites, refuges and most

dependabre food sources that is, those portions of the animar,s home

range that exceed an equal use pattern" (Samuel et al_. Lggs).

The purpose of this study was to examine patterns of use of home

range by beavers in farr. The hypotheses r tested are: Ho1) All areas

of the home range are used equally, that is, there are no core areasi

H"2, There are no correlations between Total size of home range, core

sLze, core Percent and core Activity; H,3) There are no differences in
these parameters between different habitats (pond, rake and river); H.4)

There are no difference in these parameters for different sex and age

crasses; H.5) There are no differences in centres of activitv for
different family members.

IIflTRODUCTTON
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I live-trapped beavers using Hancock traps baited with a piece of

trembling aspen (PopuJus tremuToides) 30 cm long and 2 to 5 cm in
diameter and a scent bait consisting of ground up beaver castor, anise

extract and glycerine (Aleksiuk, 1968). For each animal I took

measurements of total length, tail length, hind foot length, length of

ear from notch, neck circumference, and tail circumference at the base

and at the widest point. f also weighed each animal and determined its

sex by palpating externally for the baculum.

To facilitate visual identification of individuals, f attached to

both ears uniquely numbered metal ear tags (Monel, Number 3) to which I

affixed uniguely coloured flags of reinforced vinyl as described by

Mil-1er ( 1964) .

RADIOTELEMETRY

METHODS

f instal-Ied radio-transmitters using 2 methods: intraperitoneal

implantation (42 transmitters); and tail collars (3 transmitters)

(Wheatley L9B9). The implanted packages (Austec Electronics) consisted

of a transmitter coupled with a C cell lithium battery, alL encased in

beeswax and then Elvax (Mini-mitter Co. ) which is biol-ogically inert.

The entire package measured about 6 x 4 cm and weighed about 80 g. The

tail- collars (Wild).ife Materials Inc.) measured 12.5 x 7.5 x 4.5 cm and

weighed about 295 g including the webbing used for attachment to the

base of the tail.

For tracking beavers f used an H-shaped antenna and 24 channel

receiver (i^7ildIife Materials fnc. ). For beavers residing on the river

or lake, I generally tracked and observed from a 6.5 m freighter canoe.

When observing at ponds, f chose a high ridge or similar good vanÈage

point nearby from which to make observations. In general, I used the
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telemetry to locate the beaver and then, as much as possible, continued

with visual observations of actívities and movements. After dark, my

observations were based on using telemetry to l-ocate animals, and sounds

of chewing or tree felling or visuar observation of water ripples to
determine activity.

r recorded information about the rocation, time, type of activity,
and any movement to another location during the period of observation.

Observation periods varied in length from 5 minutes to 13 hours

depending upon weather conditions and the number of animals being

observed in one night. Most observations vrere made between 1800 and

2400 h. f recorded data directly in a field book or on cassette audio

tape for l-ater transcription into the field book. f later transferred
the data onto forms for each beaver.

f drew maps of appropriate size and scale to encompass the home

range of each beaver or group of beavers. f made up a grid overlay on

-ñ â^^Fâ+^ ^L^^l ^-,,L.^ì^-+ +^usus s¡¡ççe, E.1urvd!Ë¡rL uu â 50 m by 50 m grid (0.25 ha) on the

ground. I transferred each beaver's data onto the appropriate grid.
For this I considered L minute as 1 observation. A beaver can swim

approximately 50 m in one minute. WhiLe this does not allow for true
independence of observations (Swihart and Slade 1985a; 1985b), the

beavers move throughout their home range too much to be able to reflect
accurately home range use by 1 observation per night. f separated

seasons by identifying apparent. shifts in patterns of use, such as new

areas of use or previously used areas that were no longer frequented.

f tallied the number of observations in each grid cell and the

total number of observations for each beaver for each season. I also

recorded the total number of grid cells used. To determine the core

area of each individual's home range, I calculated the proportion of
observations in each grid cel1 (number of observations in cel1/total
number of observations) and compared these proportions to those expected

in each grid cell- if the beaver's use of the cells was uniform (1/number
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of grid cells). f compared the ordered observed cumulative distribution
function with the hypothesized uniform cumulative distribution funcÈion

for each beaver using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov one tailed goodness of fit
procedure in which N equals the number of grid squares (Samuel et aL.

1985). If this test showed that a core area was present, I classed all
cel-1s with a greater proportion of observations than uniform as core

areas (Samuel et aL. L985). I then transferred to the map the outline
of the home range and core areas within the home range.

TERMS AND DEFINTTIONS

I calcuÌated the home range size in hectares by dividing the total
number of grid cells used by 4. fn all folJ.owing discussions f refer to
this as the Total- Size. f determined the size of the core area (Core

Size) by totall-ing the number of grid cel-Ls identified as consÈituting

the core area and dividing these by 4 in the same manner as for Total

Size. I calculated the percent of the Total Size that was included in
the Core Size for each beaver by dividing the Core Size by Total Size

and multiplying by 1,00. This I refer to as the Core Percent. To

calculate the percent of activity which occurred within the core area

(Core Activity), I divided the total number of observations in cells
identified as comprising the core area by the total number of

observations of each beaver and multiplied by L00.

To separate different age cLasses, I used the classification

system of Buckley and Libby (1955). 'rKits" were any beavers less than

12 months of age. "Yearlings" refers to al-I beavers in their second

year of life and "two-year-o1ds" to those in their third year of life.
the term "adult" refers to any beaver older than 36 months of age. I
classified beavers as pond, Iake or river beavers based on the locat,ion

of their primary residence (Iodge or bank burrow).



ANALYSTS

f analysed the data for all beavers by habitat type and by sex and

age class within family groups. I cal-culated the means for Total Size,

Core Size, Core Percent and Core Activity. Results are given as mean I
2 standard errors. I employed Spearman Rank Correlat.ion (r") to

determine correlations between different variables (pairwise

correl-ations between TotaÌ Size, Core Size, Core Percent and Core

Activity) for aLl beavers and broken down by habitat. r used the Mann-

Vlhitney U-test for analysis of habitat differences in the variables.
For determining differences in the variables beÈween family members

within families I used the Wil-coxon Matched Pairs Test.

T used SAS (SAS Institute Inc. L98e) to calculate a weighted

centroid of all- the observations on each beaver and the associated

variance. Hayne (7949) uses the term "cent.re of activity,' to refer to
the geometric centre of all the locations of an animal, while Dixon and

Chapman (l-980) use the term "centre of activity" to mean an area in
which there is a large amount of activity. For this reason f have

chosen an alternate term, the "centroid" to denote the geometric centre

of all the points. For beavers residing in family groups, I then tested
for similarity between the calculated centroids using F and t tests with

weighted degrees of freedom.



I captured and ear tagged 60 different beavers, and outfitted 42

of these animals with transmitÈers. Some animals had more than 1

transmitter during the course of this study. I had sufficient data to
determine falI home range size for 27 beavers.

Fall Total Size ranged from 1.0 to 8.0 ha (X=3.0'14!0.7126 ha,

N=27) (Figure 1). Twenty-one of the 27 beavers had core areas

(Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-sided test, p<0.05 to p<0.005) (Appendix 2 and

3). Three adult females (JR81629 | IP4I4, T81508), one adult male

(GP1611 (L99L)) and two yearling females (BRL603| GPt526) did not have

core areas (p>0.1, N=4 to N=17). Core Size was 0.25 to 2.75 ha

ti=r.0L210.3246, N=21) (Figure J.). The core area accounted for 16.66 to
47.06 t of the total area tI =21.3!4.104 B, N=21)(Figure 2) and 63.4 to
89.4 Z of the activity tX=2S.51,!2.996 t, N=21) (Figure 2) (See also

Appendix 1 and 2).

Core Size and Total Size were highly positively correlated
(Spearman Rank Correlation, r.=0.8892, p<0.0005, N=21). ToÈaI Size was

also significantly positively correlated with Core Percent (r.=0.4985,

p<0.025' N=21). Core Percent was significantì-y positively correlated
with Core Size (r"=0.8093, p<0.0005, N=21). There was a slightly

negative, though non-significant correlation between Core Activity and

TotaL Size (r,=-0.2833, p>0.1, N=21). There was no significant

correLation between Core Activity and Core Percent (r"=0.0998, p>0.25,

W=21) or Core Activity and Core Size (r"=0.tO52, p>0.25, N=21).

Home ranges were usually located close to shorelines and followed

shorelines. core areas occasionally incruded areas of open water, but

these h¡ere usually associated with food pi1es. Main lodges were usually
to one side or one end of the home range, and rarely towards the centre.

Beavers used almost aLl of their home range each niqht.

RESIILTS
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Figure 1. FalI home range area size (open symboJ.s) and core area size
(closed symbols) (hectares) for all beavers combined and by
habitat. Symbols indicate means, wide bars show t 2
standard errors, narrow lines show range.
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Figure 2. FaIl core size as percent of total home range stze (open
symbols) and percent of a1l activity in core area (closed
symbols) for al-l beavers combined and by habitat. Symbols
indicate means, wide bars show I ! g{-anÁará orrnrc narroq,
Iines show ranqe.
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HABIlAT

Total Size of river beavers was greater than those for both pond

beavers (Mann-Whitney U Test, U=11.5, p<0.05, N=7,8) and lake beavers

(U=L4.5, pco.01, N=7,72r. There was no difference in Total Size between

pond and lake beavers (U=45, p>0.1, N=8,12). There was no difference in
Core Size between pond and river (U=14.5, p>0.1, N=5,6), pond and lake

(U=15, p).1, N=5,10) or river and lake (U=19.5, p>0.1, N=6,10). Core

Activity was greater for lake beavers than river beavers (U=4.0,

p<0.001, N=10,6) and pond beavers (U=5.5, p<0.01, N=5,10). There was no

difference between pond and river beavers (U=12.0, p>0.1, N=5,6). There

was no difference in the Core Percent between pond and river (U=8.5,

p>0.1, N=5,6), pond and lake (U=16.0, p>0.1, N=5,10) or river and lake

(U=29.5, p>0.1, N=6,10) .

Pond

Enr nnnrl }. o¡rrore flra nara SiZe WaS not Sidnif.i c¡ntìv nnqitivelwÐ!y¡¡rr rvs¡¡urJ À/vr¿uÀ vÇ¿J

correlated with Total Size (r.=0.8922, p>0.05, N=5) but bras

significantly positiveJ-y correl-ated with Core Percent (r"=0.9487,

p<0.05, N=5). There was no significant positive correlation between

Core Percent and Core Activity (r"=0.7000, p>0.1, N=5) or between Core

Activity and Core Size (r"=0.7370, p>0.1, N=5). Neither was Core

Activity positively correlated with TotaI Size (r,=0.5643, p>0.1, N=5)

or Core Percent positively correlated with Total Size (r.=0.7782, p>0.1,

N=5).

Lake

87

Core Size was highly positively correLated with Total Size

(r"=0.8809, p<0.001, N=L0) and with Core Percent (r"=0.6502, p<0.0J_,
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N=10) but showed almost no correlation with Core Activity (r,=-0.0062,

p>0.25, N=10). Core Activity was not significantly positively
correlated with Core Percent (r"=0.3161, p>0.1, N=10) or with Total Size

(r,=-0.3877, p>0.1, N=10). Core Percent was not significantly
positively correlated with Tota1 Size (r"=0.3087, p>0.1, N=L0).

River

Total Size and Core Size were highly positively correLated

(r"=1.0, p<0.005, N=6), as were Core Size and Core percent (r"=0.9355,

pcO.025, t'¡=6) and Total Size and Core Percent (r"=0.9355, p<0.025, ¡¡=6).

There was no significant positive correLation between Core Activity and

Core Percent (r"=0.0304, p>0.25, N=6), between Core Activity and Core

Size (r"=0.1518, p>0.25, N=6) or between Total Size and Core AcÈiviÈy

(r"=0.1518, p>0.25, N=6).

FAMTLY

I^¡ithin family groups, statistical comparison of matched pairs was

not possible due to insufficient numbers of pairs for the !.iilcoxon

Matched Pairs Test. However, the trend was for adult males and yearling
males to have larger Total Sizes than adult and yearling females (Figure

3). Core Size was very similar for aII members of family groups which

had core areas (Figure 3). Likewise, Core Activity and Core percent

were very similar for all members of families which had core areas

(Figure 4).
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Figure 3. Fall home range area size (open symboJ-s) and core area size
(closed symbol-s) (hectares) for beavers living in family
groups, by sex and age class. Symbols indicate means, wide
bars show + 2 standard errors, narrow lines show range.
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Figure 4 FaLl- core size as percent of total home range size (open
symboJ-s) and percent of aÌL activity in core area (ctosed
symboJ-s) for beavers l-iving in family groups, by sex and age
class. SymboJ.s indicate means, wide bars show + 2 standard
errors, narrow lines show range.
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Centroids

different for each member of the family (t-test, p<0.01 to pco.ooo5

(Figures 5, 6, 7, I and 9)(see also Appendix 1). However in the Twin

Bays Family, al-l three kits had very simirar centroids (p>0.05 to
p>0.25)' and the centroids of the adult male and yearling female were

not significantJ.y different (t(X)=0.4037, p>O.25, N=334, t(y)=0.3043,
p>0.25, N=285), although the variances r^rere dif ferent (F(X)=1.553,

p<0.001, N=3L5,!42, F(Y)=1.106, p<0.001-, N=315, 1-42) (Figure 6). fn the
JRB Bay FamiLy, the adult male and one of the yearling mal-es had

centroids that were not significantly different (t(X)=O.226, p>O.25

N=459, t(Y)=0.1114, p>0.45, N=437), but again the variances were

different (F(X)=1.262, p<0.001, N=200,3O7, F(y)=1.0799, p<O.OO1,

N=200,307)(Figure 7). rn these last two cases, therefore, arthough the

location of the centroid may be similar, Èhe distribution of the home

range about the centroid is different. The centroid of the adult female

was located closer to the lodge than any other family member in the

rmplant Pond, JRB Bay and Gatlan Pond (1990) families (Figures 5, 7 and

Within most known family groups, the activity centroids were

9L
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Figure 5. Centroids of activity for fmplant Pond Family, FaII, 1989.
Centroids are shown + 2 standard errors in both the X and Y
direct.ions. Adult Male = IP491, Adult Female = IP414r
Yearling Male = IP433, Juvenile Female = IP403.
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Figure 6. Centroids of activity for Twin Bays Family, Fall, 199L.
Centroids are shown + 2 standard errors in both X and y
directions. Adult Mafe = T81510, AduIt !.emale = TB15OBr
Yearling Male = TB1528, Yearling Female = T81502, Kits =
TBI_518, T81520 , T87522 .
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Centroids of activity for JRB Bay Family, Fall-, 1990.
Centroids are shown + 2 standard errors in both X and Y
directions. Adult Male = JR81617, AduLt Female = JR81629,
Yearling MaJ-e (Triangle Down) = JRB164l., Yearling Male
lTrianole Urll = JRB1649.
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Centroids of activity for GatIan
Centroids are shown t 2 standard
directions. Adult MaLe = cP1611,
Yearlinq MaIe = cP1684.

Ponds Family, FalI, 1990.
errors in both X and Y
Adult Female ePI676,
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Adult Male = cP1611,

Ponds Family, Fa1l, 1991.
errors in both X and Y
Yearling Female = GP1,526.
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EOME RÀNGE SIZE AND USE

fn areas with long-term ice cover, fall is the time of year when

beavers construct food piles and build or repair lodges and dams in
preparation for winter. Most of this activity requires working in the

vicinity of the lodge. I found that faLl home ranges of beaver averaged

3.O'74 ha in size and were usually concentrated cLose to the Ìodge and to
shores. Little research has been done on faII home ranges of beavers.

Davis (1984), working in South Carolina, reported total daily movement

to be greatest in October (fall) and distance between extreme points to
be greatest in September (fall) for his lake colony. The stream colony

showed maximum values of both these measurements in March (spring)

(Davis 1984). The large amount of movement in faJ_I may be related to
food sunnlw- Tf +L^^^ L^^.'^-- ^tê m^nv nnnd lilr¡ rnnfq in l-tro lnrì¡orvvu -u}J¡rf J . ¿ I u¡¡sÐE psavsr Þ dLE rt¡o¡¡y pu¡¡u ¿!¡J r u¡¡ç rvu\jç

vicinity in the summer, more travel woul"d be required in fal-l to find
other sources of food. McIlroy (1973) reported comparable results for
Wombats (Vombatus ursinus) in southeastern Australia, finding that they

tended to use a larger home range in faÌI and winter due to a need to
search farther for food. In addition, during fall the activity period

for beavers is longer due to the longer night (Davis L984). This allows

more time for travel to greater distances from the }odge. These data

of Davis' at first appear contradictory to what f describe in the

present study. However, the South Carol-ina beavers had open water year

round. Therefore, it was not necessary for them to spend the fall
period gathering food and constructing a food pile as is reguired in
areas with long term ice cover. In my study area, ice-cover lasted for
up to 6 months, necessitating the expenditure of considerable energy on

food cache construction in the fall-.

DISCUSSTON
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Core areas were present for most beavers. Those beavers without
core areas either had very small home ranges (JR81629, TB150B,

cP1611(1991) and cP1526) or had a ì-arger home range which included

frequent movement back and forth for provisioning the food cache

(8R1603' rP4L4). Three of these six beavers were adult females, and two

were yearling females. The three kits I studied with radiotelemetry

stayed close to the lodge in the fall. fÈ is aÌso possibte that while
constant care of the kits was not necessary in fall, the femaLes stayed

cLoser to the rodge, or made more frequent trips to the lodge in order

to supervise the kits.

River home ranges were larger than pond or lake home ranges. Core

Activity was greater in l-ake beavers than pond or river beavers. River

habitat in the study area was bordered by numerous bogs containing black

spruce (Picea mariana), Jack pine (Pinus banksiana), alder (ÄJnus

crispa) and tamarack (Larix Laricina), with a few ridges containing Jack

pine and trembling aspen (PopuJus xrenuloides). Lakes and ponds tend to
have more numerous ridges and fewer bogs along their shores. lrembling
aspen is a favoured food of beavers (Jenkins and Busher 1979). There is
a greater abundance of trembLing aspen al-ong lake and pond shores than

al.ong river banks. River beavers must therefore travel farther in
search of food than either pond or lake beavers. Lake core areas r.rere

smal-ler than pond or river core areas, although not significantly, and

Core Activity was greater in lake habitats. The difference from river
habltats is explainabLe by the larger Core Size as discussed above.

the ponds in the study area are old and established. The take lodges

are much nev¡er. Suitable food is likely still available in closer
proximity to l-ake lodges than to pond J-odges.

Àlilrn,ralr +he numbers were too smalL for a statist-ieal eomnarisonLruq¡ 9v¡r¡I¡

within family groups, the trend was for adult femal-es to have the

smallest home ranges. AII beavers' centroids were quite close to the

rodge, but the adult female was usualry crosest. As exprained above,
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the femaLes may have been closer to the todge because of providing care

for the kits. Busher and Jenkins (1985) found that all famiJ,y members

except the kits had simil-ar behaviour patterns in the fall, and that
much more time was spent. outside the rest site in fa1l (>80* of active
time) than in summer. GilLespie (1977 ) did not separate out farr
(september and october) data from summer data, so comparison with her

results for fall, from southern Ontario, is not possible.



Ho1 was disproved. Beavers do not use their home range egually

during the fall. Core areas were present for most beavers. Ho2 was

disproved. Totar size of home range, core size and core percent were

all positiveJ.y correlated for all beavers combined. Ho3 was disproved.

River home ranges were larger than pond or lake home ranges and lake

beavers had more activity in their core areas than pond or river
beavers. lhese differences are probably related to differences in food

availability in the different habitats. H.4 and Ho5 were not proved or

disproved. Adult females tended to have smaller home ranges than adult
males or yearling males and these home ranges were centred closer to the

J-odges, possibly in order to provide maternal care for the kits, gut

other parameters were simil-ar for all animals.

coNcLusroNs
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SEASONAT VARIATION IN HOME RANGE SIZES OF BEAVER

CHAPÎER 5



I st.udied beavers (Castor canadensisl in the boreal forest of

eastern Manitoba from 1986 to 1992. I captured and ear tagged 60

different beavers, and outfitted 42 of these animals with transmitters.

I collected sufficient. dat.a to determine summer home range size for 34

beavers and fal-I home range size for 27 beavers. Home ranges and core

areas were larger in summer than fall and were centred closer to the

lodge in fall than summer. Winter home ranges vrere restricted to the

vicinity of the lodge. Summer home range size was positively correlated

with faII home range size, and su¡nmer and fall core sizes were also

positively correlated.

ABSTRÃCT
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Burt (1,943) defined home range as "that area traversed by the

individuaL in its normal activities of food gathering, mating and caring

for young". Animals use areas disproportionately within their home

range (Samuel et aL. 1985) and within the home range, there may be

regions of more concentrated use or core areas (Springer L982). Core

areas are "those areas used more freguently than any other areas and

probably contain the home sites, refuges and most dependable food

sources that is those portions of the animal, s home range that
exceed an equal use pattern" (Samuel et aL. L985).

Activities and behaviour of beavers vary seasonalLy (creen 1936¡

Al-eksiuk and Cowan 7969¡ Potvin and Bovet 1,9'75¡ Jenkins 1981; Lancia

7979¡ Lancia et aL.1982; Davis ].9B4¡ Busher and Jenkins 1985; Buech eÉ

al-. 1989; Busher 1991). This seasonal variation is most noticeable in
regions with distinct climatic variation among seasons, and especiall-y

in regions where beaver must cope with extended periods of ice cover.

Beaver kits are born in late May or early June and for beaver families
much of the summer is devoted to raising these young. Summer is also

the primary time of year for growth and fat deposition. Fall is a busy

and important season, when beavers build food caches and repair or
¡nncfrrr¡{- la¡ìnoc and damS. Winto. ie cnonl- eìmncf onl-i¡olrr ìn t-þg lOdge

and under the ice, feeding on the stored food. Growth is rare in
winter, except in kits, and-weight loss is more the ruLe. Beavers

generally l-eave Èheir parents'Iodge at 2 years of age, but occasionai_ly

leave at their first birthday or stay beyond their second birthday.
Despite Èhis acknowledged seasonal variation in activities, few attempts

have been made to quantify home range size and how it varies seasonally.

Considering this seasonal variation in activities, f endeavoured

to compare patterns of home range use by beavers in different seasons.

The hypotheses I tested are: H"1) There are no differences in home

INTRODUCTION

to4
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range sLze, core area sLzet core percent or core activity in different
seasons (summer and fall) for all beavers as a whole; H.2) There are no

differences in these parameters for beavers in different habitats; H"3)

There are no correLations between seasons for any of the above

parameters; H.4) There are no differences in the location of centroids

of activity for different seasons for individual beavers.



I live-trapped beavers using Hancock traps baited with a piece of
trembling aspen (PopuTus trenuloides) 30 cm long and 2 Lo 5 cm in
diameter and a scent bait consisting of ground up beaver castor, anise

extract and glycerine (Àleksiuk, 1968). For each animal I took

measurements of total- length, tail length, hind foot length, Iength of

ear from notch, neck circumference, and tail circumferences at the base

and at the widest point. I also weighed each animal and determined its
sex by palpating externalJ.y for the baculum.

To facilitate visual identification of individuals, I attached

uniquely numbered and coloured ear tags (Monel, Number 3) to both ears.

I made the coloured tags from reinforced vinyl as described by Miller
(1s64).

RADTOTELEMETRY

IdETHODS

I installed radio-transmitters using 2 methods: intraperitoneal
impl-antation (42 transmitters); and tail- coll-ars (3 transmitters)
(Wheatley, 1989). The implanted packages (Austec Electronics) consisted

of a transmitter coupled with a C cell lithium battery, all encased in
beeswax and then Elvax (Mini-mitter Co. ) which is biological_ly inert.
The entire package measured about 6 x 4 cm and weighed about 80 g. The

tail collars (Wildlife Materials Inc.) measured 12.5 x 7.5 x 4.5 cm and

weighed about 295 g including the webbing used for attachment to the

base of the tail -

For tracking beavers I used an H-shaped antenna and 24 channel

receiver (Wi1dJ-ife Materials fnc. ). For beavers residing on the river
or l-ake, I generaLly tracked and observed from a 6.5 m freighter canoe.

When observing at ponds, f chose a high ridge or similar good vantage

point nearby from which to make observations. In general, I used the
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telemetry to locate the beaver and then, as much as possible, continued

with visual observations of activities and movements. After dark, my

observations were based on using telemetry to locate animals, and sounds

of chewing or tree felling or visual observation of water ripples to
determine activity.

f recorded information about the l-ocation, time, type of activity,
and any movement to another location during the period of observation.

Observation periods varied in length from 5 minutes to 13 hours

depending upon weather conditions and the number of beavers observed in
one night. In open waLer seasons, most observations were made between

1800 and 24OO h. I recorded data directly in a field book or on

cassette audio tape for l-ater transcription into the field book. I

later transferred the data onto forms for each beaver.

I drew maps of appropriate size and scal-e to encompass the home

range of each beaver or group of beavers. I then made a grid overJ-ay on

âñ ã^ôr¡r-o alroa#, equival_ent to a 50 m by 50 m grid (0.25 ha) on the

ground. I transferred each beaver's data onto the appropriate grid.

For this I considered 1 minute as 1 observation. A beaver can swim

approximately 5O m in one minute. While this does not allow for true

independence of observations (Swihart and S1ade 1985a; 1985b), the

beavers move throughout their home range too much to be able to reflect

accurately home range use by 1 observation per night. f separated

seasons by identifying apparent shifts in patterns of use, such as new

areas of use or previously used areas that were no longer frequented.

I tallied the number of observations in each grid cell and the

totaL number of observations for each beaver for each season. I also

recorded the total number of grid cells used. To determine the core

area of each individual-'s home range, I calculated the proportion of

observations in each grid ce)-1 (number of observations in cell/totaI
number of observations) and compared these proport,ions to those expected

in each grid celL if the beaver's use of the cells was uniform (1/number
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of grid ceIIs). I compared the ordered observed cumulative distribution
function with the hypothesized uniform cumulative distribution function

for each beaver using the Kolmogorov-smirnov one tailed goodness of fit
procedure in which N equals the number of grid squares (Samue1 et al.
1985). ff this test showed that a core area vras present, I classed all
ceLls with a greater proportion of observations than uniform as core

areas (Samuel et a7. 1985). f then transferred to the map the outline
of the home range and core areas within the home range. I did this for
each season identified for each beaver.

TERMS AND DEFTNTTTONS

f calcuLated the home range size in hectares by dividing the total
number of grid celIs used by 4. From here on in I refer to this as the

Total Size. I determined the size of the core area (Core Size) by

totalJ.ing the number of grid cells identified as constituting the core

area and dividing these by 4 in the same manner as for lota1 Size. f
calculated the percent of the Total Size that was íncluded in the Core

Size for each beaver by dividing the Core Size by Total Size and

multiplying by L00. This I refer to as the Core Percent. To calculate
the percenÈ of activity which occurred within the core area (Core

Activity), I divided the total number of observations in cells
identified as comprising the core area by the total number of

observations of each beaver and multipJ-ied by 1OO.

To separate different age cLass, I used the classification system

of Buckley and Libby (1955). "Kits" were any beavers less than 12

months of age. "Yearlings" refers to alL beavers in their second year

of life and "two-year-ol-ds" to those in their third year of life. The

term "aduIt" refers to any beaver older than 36 months of age. I
classified beavers as pond, lake or river beavers based on the location
of Èheir primary residence (1odge or bank burrow).



ANALYSTS

I analyzed the data for all beavers by habitat type and by sex and

age class within family groups. I calcul-ated the means for Total Síze,

Core Size, Core Percent and Core Activit,y. I empJ-oyed Wilcoxon Matched

Pairs Test or Mann-Whitney U-test to determine differences in the

variable values between summer and fall, and Spearman Rank Correlation

to determine correlations between the same variables for summer and faI1

for all beavers and for beavers by habitat. There were insufficient
numbers of beavers with home ranqes in other seasons for statistical
comparison.

I used SAS (SAS lnstitute Inc. 1988) to calculate a weighted

centroid of alÌ the observations on each beaver and the associated

variance. Hayne (1949) uses the term "centre of activity" to refer the

geomeÈric centre of all the locations of an animal, while Dixon and

Chapman (1980) use the term "centre of activity" to mean an area in
which there is a large amount of activity. For this reason I have

chosen an aLternaÈe term, the "centroid" to denote the geometric centre

of all- the points. For beavers residing in family groups, I then tested

for similaritv between the summer and fall calcuLated centroids usinq F

and t tests with weiqhted deqrees of freedom.
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All beavers had different summer and falI home ranges based on

differences in location, slze, shape and intensity of use the home

ranges. Most fa1I home ranges consisted of a smaller part of the sunìmer

home range, but some included some new home range and a ne$r lodge (JRB

Bay Family and 8R1848 ( L987 ) ) or new home range while using the same

lodge as the sunÌmer (rmplant Pond Family, Gatlan pond Family (1990)).

Winter home ranges were limited to the immediat,e lodge area or one

grid square (0.25 ha, t'l=21). This is smaller than any other seasonal

home range I recorded. Vlinter excursions from the lodge were limited to
the time necessary to gather food from the food pile except in years

when water levels had dropped after freeze-up.

While most beavers moved directly from winter to surnmer to fall to
winter home ranges, some beavers had other seasonal home ranges -
spring, late spring and Late summer (Appendix 1,). Late summer home

ranges were usuarry associated with building a new lodge and usually
included both summer and falL home range. spring and Late spring home

ranges only occurred in one 2-year oLd female. There were not

sufficient beavers with each of these other seasonal home ranqes for
statistical comparison.

Total surnmer home range sizes were larger than. fall home range

sizes (Wilcoxon Matched Pairs Test, T=-1, pco.00O1, N=23)(Figure 1), but

the two were highly correlaied (Spearman Rank Correlation, r"=O.6259,

p<0.00L, N=23). Summer Core Sizes were also larger than falL Core Sizes

(T=-4.5, p<0.0001, N=17) (Figure 2) and aLso highly correlated
(r,=0.5068, p<0.005, N=17). Core Percent did not differ between summer

and faÌ1 (T=72, p=0.6697, N=17)(Figure 3) and was not significantly
correlated 1r"=-9.0484, p>0.25, N=17). Core Àctivity also did not

differ between sunìmer and falL (l=72, p=0.3981, N=17)(Figure 4) and was

REST'LTS
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1L1

Home range size (hectares) for summer (closed symbols) and
fal] (open symbols) for all beavers combined, and by
habitat. Symbols indicate means, wide bars show t 2
standard errors, narrow lines show range.
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k t ñ!lfõ ) Core area size (hectares) for summer (closed symbols) and
fall (open symbols) for all beavers combined, and by
habitat. Symbols indicate means, wide bars show + 2
standard errors, narrow lines show range.
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Core area size as percent of total home range stze fot
surîmer (closed symbols) and faII (open symbols) for all
beavers combined, and by habitat. Symbols indicate means,
wide bars show + 2 standard errors, narrow lines show range.
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Figure 4 Àctivity in the core area as percent of all activity for
summer (closed symbols) and fall (open symbols) for aII
beavers combined, and by habitat. Symbols indicate means,
wide bars show + 2 standard errors, narrow lines show range.
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not significantly correlated (r.=0.1435t p>0.25, N=17). (See also

Ànna¡¡liv 1\

HABITAT

Pond

Beavers living in pond areas also had significantly larger home

ranges in summer than in fall (Mann-Whitney U Test, U=8.5, p<0.001,

N=14r8)(Figure 1). However, surffner and fall Total- Size were not

correlated 1r,=-6..227 lt p>O.25 | N=8) . Core Sizes urere similar in summer

and fall (U=19, p>0.05f N=14,5) (Figure 2), and were not significantly

correlated (r"=0.2163, p>0.25, N=5). Core Percent did not differ

significantly between summer and fall 1U=29.5¡ P>0.1, N=14,5) (Figure 3)

and summer and fal-I Core Percent were not correLated 1r,=-9.6000, p>0.1,

N=5). summer Core Activity did not differ from fall Core Activity

(U=28.5, p>0.1, N=14,5) (Figure 3) and the two were not correlated

(r"=0.1000, p>0.25, tl=s).

Lake

Total summer home range size of lake beavers eras significantly

J-arger than fa11 home range size (U=8.0, p<0.001, N=11,J.2)(Figure L) and

the two were significant)-y correlated (r"=6.8954, P<0.01, N=9). Core

Size was also significantly J-arger in summer than in fall (U=3.5,

p<0.001, N=10,10) (Figure2) and summer and fall Core Size were

significantly correl-ated (r"=0.8808, p<0.025, N=7). Core Percent did

not differ between sumlner and falL (U=49.5, p>0.1, N=10,10)(Figure 3)

and the two were not correlated (r"=0.0714, p>0.25, N=7). Core Activity

was greater in fal1 than in summer (!=24.5, p<0.05, N=10,10)(Figure 4)

and t,he two were not correlated (r.=0.25, p>0.25, N=7¡.



River

Total home range size of river beavers was significantly larger in
summer than in faIl (U=7.0, p<0.005, N=9r7)(Figure 1) and the two were

not significantLy correlated (r"=0.759, p>0.05, N=6). Core Size was

also larger in surnmer than in falL (U=7.0, p<0.01, N=9,6)(Figure 2) and

the two were not correlated (r.=0.7826, p>0.1, N=5). Core Percent did

not differ between the two seasons (U=26, p>0.1, N=9,6)(Figure 3) and

was not correLated between the two seasons (r"=0.8030, p>0.1, N=5).

Core Activity also did not differ bet\reen seasons (U=20.5, p>0.1,

N=9,6) (Figure 4) but was negatively correlated between seasons (r"=-

0. 9000, p<0. 05, N=5 ) .

CENTROTDS

Centroids for each beaver for each season were all significantly

different from other seasonal centroids for the same beaver (t-test,

pcO.OOS)(Figures 5,6,7,8 and 9 and see Appendix 4). Home ranges in the

fall were centred closer to the lodge than in the summer. In fall,

centroids for family members were more similar to each other than in

summer (Figures 5,6,7 r8 and 9).

Lro
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t1I

E i arrro Á Centroids of activity for Twin Bays Family, Summer, Late
Summer and F411, L991. Centroids are shown + 2 standard
errors in both X and Y directions. Adult Male = TB151O,
Adult Female = 1508, Yearling Male = 181528, Yearling Female
= TB 1502, Kits = T81518, T81520, fB].522.
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Figure 7 Centroids of activity for JRB Bay Family, Sununer
1990. Centroids are shown i 2 standard errors in
Y directions. Adult Male = JR81617, Àdult Female
Yearling Male (Triangle Down) = JR81641, Yearling
I Tr i anol e lln ì = JRB1649 .

and Fall,
boÈh X and
= JRB1629r
Male
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Centroids of activity for Gatlan
Fall, 1990. Centroids are shown
X and Y directions. Adult MaLe
cPL6'76, Yearling MaIe = GPL684¡

Ponds Family, Summer and
! 2 standard errors in both

= GP1611, Adult Female
Yearling Female = GP1623.
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Centroids of activity for Gatl-an
FalL, L991. Centroids are shown
X and Y directions. Adult MaIe =
ãÐ1 A1 Ê. va=rr .i ñ^ Female = Gp1526 -

Ponds FamiIy, Summer and
I 2 standard errors in both
cP1611, Adult FemaLe =
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HOME RANGE SIZE AND USE

Seasonal variation in home range size has been described for many

animals including mountain sheep (ovis spp. ) (Geist 1.971), coyotes

(Canis latrans) (Springer 1982) and porcupines (Erethizon dorsatum)

(Craig and Kell-er 1986). My data show that beaver home ranges also vary

seasonally in size, being largest in summer, smallest in winter and

intermediate in falL. In contrast, Davis (1984) found that beavers

showed greater movement in faII (Iake colony) or winter (stream colony)

than in spring and summer in South Caro1ina. In South Carolina,

however, winter ice cover was not present, and nights are }onger in

winter allowing beavers more time to search farther afield for food.

Beavers also do not have to build food caches in the fall or rely on

these caches in winter. In my study area the beavers must build the

food cache in faII and rely on this cache for up to 6 months of ice

cover. Busher and Jenkins (1985) found that much more time was spent

outside the rest site (lodge) in fall than in summer. care of kits

which requires activity around the lodge is not as crucial in fall as in

summer. But, time away from the rest site does not necessarily impl-y a

Iarger home range.

Jenkins (1.981) reported a seasonal change in feeding site,

possibly as a resuLt of a seasonaÌ preference for different species of

trees, or because of seasonal variation in site accessibility. I

discuss seasonal changes in food choice in Chapter 7. The changes in

home range use, including size, which f describe coincided with changes

in location of food cutting sites. In surrrrner, beavers cut trees at much

greater distance from the lodge than necessary to find food, and

consumed the leaves and/or bark near the cutting site. In fall, beavers

harvested trees much closer to the lodqe and Èransported most of them to

DISCUSSTON
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the vicinity of the J"odge for inclusion in the food pile. Home ranges

may be larger than necessary in summer which could to reduce energy

expenditure in the fall.

Semyonoff (1953) and Lancia (L979¡ 1982) have reported more winter
movement than I found in beavers. However, Semyonoff,s beavers used

sushinetz (air spaces) under the ice and Lancia's beavers were active
fairly freguently above the ice. Smith and Peterson (199L) found

behaviour similar to Semyonoff when water levels under the ice dropped.

They speculated that there was a thermaL advantage to staying in the air
spaces under the ice. I found similar results, with beavers remaining

outside the lodge for extended periods of time in winter if the water

level under the ice dropped during the winter. However, the shape of

the shorelines or the location of the lodges on islands prevented the

beavers from making extensive trips away from the lodge under the ice.

Core Areas

combined and for lake and river beavers. Core Sizes were similar in
suÍurer and fall for pond beavers. Two of t.he pond famil_ies used new

area in the fall, and in the other pond family, none of the animals had

a core area in the fall resulting in smalL numbers (N=5) for analysis.

Springer (L982) showed that Core Size varied by season in Canjs l"atrans.
Davis (1984) found that maxima and minima in total daiJ-y movement and

distance between extreme points were different for beavers living in
river and lake habitats. fn Davis's (1984) study, with year-round open

water, maximum lake colony movement occurred in fa1I and minimum in
spring, whereas for the stream colony, maximum movement occurred in
winter and minimum in summer.

Core Percent and Core Activity were similar in both summer and

fall. As demonstrated in Chapter 3, core Percent and Core Activity were

Core Sizes were larger in summer than fall for all beavers
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also similar within all habitats and within sex and age classes.

Beavers therefore seem to have some inherent pattern of use of their

home range such that about 75 t of their activity takes place in about

25 * of their home range. This may be reÌated to food availability in

the area, to habitat types or to other factors which we cannot detect.

CORRELATIONS

Summer and faII home range size were positively correlated for all

beavers combined and for lake beavers, but not for river or pond

beavers. Similar)-y, sunÌmer and fa1l Core Sizes r^rere positively

correlated for lake, but not for river or pond. Numbers were small for

correlations in pond and river habitats. FalL home ranges usually

included a smaller part of the summer home range, but in some cases

incl-uded new area not incl-uded in the summer range (Implant Pond, Gatlan

Ponds 1990, Twin Bays). The presence of new home range in some pond

beavers may have resul-ted in the lack of correlation. Different home

ranges in l-ate summer from summer or fall coincided with building a new

lodge for the Twin Bays Family.

CENTROIDS

Fall centroids of family members were closer together and closer

to the lodge than in sunÌmer. l,linter centroids, though not calculated,

woul-d have been at the lodge with very low variance. The smaller faII

home range that results in activity centres in the vicinity of the lodge

for all family members results in this closer association between family

members in fall. SimiLarly Busher (1991) noted the presence of seasonal

differences in association and rest sites among members of beaver

families. Pairs (adult maLe and aduLt female) srere together more in

winter and sprinq than in summer.



coNcLUsroNs

Ho1 was disproved. Home range sizes and core Sizes were larger in

summer than falL. However, Core Activity and Core Percent were not

significanÈIy different in summer and falL. Ho2 was disproved. lfithin

each habitat, home range size was larger in summer than in fa}l. Within

pond habitats, Core Size did not differ between summer and fatl, while

in river and lake habitats Core Size was larger in summer than in fall.
Core Activity was greater in fall than summer for lake dwellers, but did

not differ between summer and fall for pond or river beavers. However,

there was no difference in Core Percent between summer and fall in any

habitat. Ho3 was disproved. Home range size and Core Size were both

signif icantly positiveJ-y correlated between sunrmer and fall-, however,

Core Percent and Core Activity were not. Ho4 was disproved. Centroids

of activity were Ìocated much closer to the lodqe in fall than summer.

r¿3
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ARE BEA\¡ERS TERRITORTAL?

CHAPÎER 6



In 6 years and over 600 days of observing beavers, I never

observed any evidence of aggressive behaviour among beavers. Some

overJ-ap of home ranges occurred, especially on the river, but most home

ranges were al-most exclusive to a family group. I found no evidence

that scent mounds delineated territorv and no evidence to prove the
nrêqên.Þ nf l- ar¡i l-nri oc T l.rrrnn.--en"=i'r" that mutual avoida^r',." ,= *or"
likely than territorialism.

ABSTRACT
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Burt (1943:351) defined home range as "that area traversed by the

individual in its normal activities of food gathering, mating and caring

for young" and territory as the "protected part of the home range".

Brown and orians (1970) have since listed 3 conditions which must a1l be

met for an area to be considered a territory: 1) it must be a fixed area

(which may change slightly with time); 2) iÈ must be defended against

conspecifics; 3) it must be used exclusively with respect to rivals.

The home range, territory and exclusive areas may or may not be the same

(Brown and Orians 1970). lerritories are exclusive, but exclusive areas

ârê nñt- nonoee:ril-v teffitOfieS.

Beavers have long been thought to be territorial. Bradt (1938)

wrote that beavers had long been known Èo be territorial. His basis for
this assertion was the non-overlap of home ranges. However, non-overlap

of home ranges does not necessarily eguaLe with territoriality (Brown

and Orians 1970). The presence of scent mounds is often cited as

evidence of territories (lownsend 1953; Hay 1958,' Aleksiuk 1968; Davis

1984). Some more recent works have examined the function of scent

mounds and have guestioned their role in territorial demarcation (But1er

and Butler 1979; flalro 1980). Burt (L943) maintained that direct

observation was necessary to determine the presence of territoriality.

My objective in this paper is to examine 6 years of data on

beavers in the taiga, to determine if territorial behaviour exists in
this population. The hypotheses were: Ho1) Beaver home ranges are

randomly distributed and independent of the location of other beaver

home ranges; Ho2) There is no territorial behaviour between beavers from

different groups.

IIiTTRODUCTION
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f live-trapped beavers and marked each animal with uniguely

numbered and coloured ear tags (Monel, Number 3) in both ears (lliller
1964). I al-so implanted radio transmitters in 29 of the 32 beavers

discussed in this study. For tracking the beavers r used an H-shaped

antenna and 24 channel receiver (Witdlife Materials Inc. ). For beavers

residing on the river or lake, I generally tracked and observed from a
freighter canoe. When observing at ponds, I chose a high ridge or

similar good vantage point from which to make observations. fn general,

I used the tel"emetry to locate the beaver and then, as much as possible,

continued with visual observations of activities and movements.

For animals which remained in the study area for sufficient time

for me to derineate their home ranges, r constructed home range maps as

described in chapters 3, 4 and 5. For known family groups r constructed

composite maps of the family home range. Many beavers did not remain in
the study area long enough for me to define their home range, or were

not outfitted with transmitLers so that I was unable to gather enough

data to outline their home ranges. For these beavers I indicat,ed on

maps their sites of capture and an outline of areas they were known to
use, if possible. I compiled maps on a yearly basis.

To separate different age classes, I used the classification
system of Buckley and Libby (1955). "Kits" were any beavers less than

12 months of age. "Yearlings" were all beavers in their second year of
Iife and "two-year-olds" were those in their third year of l_ife. The

term "adult" refers to any beaver order than 36 months of age. within
this paper, I use the term juvenile to denot,e any non-adult beaver.

For beavers where I vras able to describe the home range, I
identified all over),aps with any other delineated individual or fami).y

home range. Macdonald et al-. (1979) provide a formula for determining

spatial overlap of one beaver by another. The formula is:

I,fETflODS

r.30



r^rhere: Al = home range area of beaver 1
Az = home range area of beaver 2
A = area of overlap of beavers 1 and 2
Srz = proport,ion of home range of beaver 1 overlapped

by beaver 2
Szr = proportion of home range of beaver 2 overlapped

by beaver 1

The calculations are based on over 37,000 observations of 32

different beavers. Number of observations per beaver per season was 45

Lo 2934 (l = 486 r 69.1 1x t 2SE)).

Slz=A and Szr=A
Ar A2
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I live-trapped and ear-tagged 60 different beavers. I installed
45 transmitters on 42 of these animals. I had sufficient data to
determine the home range for at least one season for 39 of these

beavers.

During 6 years and over 600 days of observations, f never observed

any overt signs of aggression between beavers. I observed scent mounds

throughout the study areaf but in greatest abundance on the banks of the

Blind River, where they were scattered in great profusion. On one

occasion in 1989 I observed an adult male beaver (BR1B30) from the river
re-marking an established scent mound near the river mouth. Another

adult male (H8481) from an adjacent lake lodge observed the first beaver

and then proceeded to remark the scent mound. At no time was there any

aggressive behaviour between the two. Two other beavers, a juvenile

femal"e (8R1848) and an adult maLe (8R1844) who were never associated

with one another, used a common bank burrow, though not at the same

time.

There were overlaps of known beaver home ranges in 1987, 1989 and

1990 but not in 1986, 1988 or 1991 (Figures 1 - 6). The 1986 map

incLudes only fal)- data. During these 6 years I recorded 38 other

beaver captures for which I could not calculate accurate home ranges

(Figures 1 - 6). These 38 other captures included 4 adult fema)_es, 16

juvenile males, 13 juvenile females, and 5 juveniles of undetermined

sex. These numbers include duplicate captures of the same animal.

Thirty-seven of these 38 captures occurred on the river, and one on an

island in Twin Bays on the lake (Figures 1 - 6).

For the beavers whose home ranges overlapped¡ the proportion of
the home range overLapped by another beaver ranged from 1.8 to 61 t
(Table l.). The beavers 8R1834 and 8R1844 were not associated with each

REST'LIS
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Figure 1. Map of home
individual
C = other

range for beaver in 1986 (fall only). Known
home range = E ;O= other àdrrI. remãie capturesi
juvenile, undetermined sex, captures.
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Figure 2. Map of home raqges for beavers in 1,987. Known individugl- home ranges = E ; approximate individual home rang"= = iii ì(D= other adulË female capturesiV= other juvenilè male
capLures; O = other juvenile, undetermined sex, captures.
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Figure 3 Map of home ranqes for beavers in L988. Known individual
E- :::home ranges = ff ; approximate individual home ranges = ii: i

V= other juveni).e mal-e captures;A= other juvenile female
capturest a = other juvenil-e, undetermined sex' captures.
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Figure 4. Map of home ranges for beavers in L989. Known family home
ranges =\s; knówn individual home ranges = E; apprõximate
indlviduàÌ home ranges = iii ; (D = other adult*fàmale
captures; V = other juvenile mal-e capturesi.A. = elþs¡
juveniJ-e femaLe captures; Q = other juvenile, undetermined
sex, capEures.
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Figure 5. Map of home ranges for beavers in L990. KnoÌ^/n familv home
rairges = \ ; kñown individua^l home ranges = E ; appioximate
individual- home ranges = :ii ; O = other adult Ïemal-e
captures; V= other juveniJ-e ma)-e capturesi â.= other
juvenile female captures.
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Figure 6. Map of home ranges for beavers in 1991. Known
Talg": -= N. ; known individual- home ranges = $individual home ranges = iii tV = other juveniÏe
captures;Â' = other juvenlle femal-e 

""pÉnr"=.

family home
; approximate
male
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Table l-. overlap values (s) for beavers with overrapping home ranges
in 1987, 1989 and 1990.

Sl:=AandSzt =A
Ar A2

where: Ar = home range area of beaver 1
Az = home range area of beaver 2
A = area of overlap of beavers 1 and 2
Srz = proportion of home range of beaver 1

overlapped by beaver 2
Szr = proportion of home range of beaver 2

overJ-apped by beaver 1



BEAVER 1

8R1834

BRt 834

BR1 84 4

BEA.Í¡ER 2

BRL844

8R1848

8R1848

BEAVER ].

A' (m)

L987

HB48 1

8.25

tlu4 õ -t
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Scent Mouuds

If scent mounds are intended to mark territory, they should be

found at the periphery of the intended territory and be numerous enough

to form a "fence". However, a study of the spatial distribution of
scent mounds showed them to be too irregularl-y distributed to form a
scent fence (vlalro 1980). WaLro concluded that the scent mounds could

not serve to prevent movement of transients into colony areas (Wal-ro

1980). Beaver scent mounds in my study area were most abundant on the

river, and were spread along the J.ength of the river. Brady and

Svendsen (L98L) also observed scent mounds throughout beavers' activity
areas. Aleksiuk (L968; 197O) and Davis (1984) reported scent mounds to
be located at the edge of the area of greatest activity and presumed

they therefore delineated territory. Hay (1958) noted their location
around inhabited sites. Butler and Butler (7979) also described scent

mounds as being in areas of highest colony activity, primarily near

trails, feeding areas and grooming areas.

In addition, if scent mounds are territoriaL markers, some

response by strange beavers would be expected. f never observed any

alarm response from beavers passing scent mounds constructed by other

beavers. Butler and Butler (1979) al-so reported that, most commonly,

strange beavers made no observable response to scent mounds of
residents. Scent marking is common among carnivores as a mechanism of

territorial maintenance. V'le must be careful not to infer from this that
any animal that, scent marks is marking territory.

The construction of scent mounds has been reported to be greatest

in April to May (Butler and Butler 1979 ), May and June (Brady and

Svendsen 1981) and JuLy (Townsend 1.953). Brenner (1964) believed that
the period of scent mound construction indicated the breeding season,

DISCUSSTON
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and onry observed scent mounds at that time. rn most areas, breeding

takes place during the ice-covered period, when scent mounds cannot be

constructed. The April to JuIy period, however, coincides with the time

of year when 2-year olds are dispersing from their home colonies and

looking for mates. Some scent mounds may be made by resident families,
but some may also be made by dispersers "advertising" for a mate. !{alro
(1980) theorized that the abirity to construcÈ a scent mound may

indicate sexual maturity, and may hetp in establishment of a pair-bond.

Butler and Butler (1979) and Walro (1980) have speculated that, as

opposed to territory, the scent mounds may transmit information on

sexuar and reproductive status. seton (1909) specurated a similar
function many years earrier. scent mounds may also reinforce intra-
colony social- bonds and provide transients with information on the
corony, and may be used for individual and colony recognition (Butler
and But, ler 19'79; Brady and Svendsen 1981).

I hypothesize that the scent mounds may also serve as some sort of
sign post and supp)-y information to resident and non-resident beavers.

Many times I have released non-resident beavers on the Btind River, and

Less than 2 minutes Ìater they were in a bank burrow. I speculate that
the scent mounds may supply some information about food and shelter
availability. This wiII require further study in order to be proven or
disproven.

Mutual Avoidance

Even if scent mounds do not denote territory, it is still possibLe

for beavers to be territorial. Territorial behaviour has been

postulated to space colonies and delimit boundaries (Townsend 1953;

Bergerud and Mirrer 1977; Davis 1984). Busher (l9is ) reported the

presence of a "no-beaver's-land" between colony areas, into which onry

the adult male occasionaJ.ly ventured. I never observed any t.erritorial
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or aggressive behaviour between beavers, but there was some overlap of
home ranges. similarly, wal-ro (L98o) reported an absence of any overt
aggression. Aleksiuk (1970), however, noted t,hat transients avoided

areas already occupied. This was not evident in my study.

The family home ranges in this study were generalry separated by

areas of little beaver activity. Busher et aL. (1983) reported similar
spaces between col-onies, but also reported some int,ercolony movement

when beaver densities were high. They reported no intercolony movement

at low beaver densities. Davis (1984) reported overlap between 2

col-onies at the river mouth, and conseguent "territorial behaviour".
Hay (1958) note that some colonies were isolated and others overlapped.

Territorial behaviour must be economically viable to a beaver.

Time spent establishing and defending a territory is time unavailable
for feeding and other activities. For beavers, the primary resources to
be defended would be food gathering sites and lodge sites. Mates might
be a defendable resource in areas where open water is the rul-e during
breeding season. rf food is plentifur, and numbers of potentiar rodge

sites reasonable, then territorial- behaviour may be unnecessary. fn my

study area, beaver food was in great abundance. Another consideration
for beavers in the taiga is that they have only 6 months of the year for
growth. Time away from feeding, for territorial defense, may reduce

beaver growth and/or fat storage for winter. Most of my research

animals were on the lake and river and most of the overlaps occurred on

the river. r never saw any overlap in ponds. ponds require a greater
investment of energy for construction and maintenance. A greater degree

of territorial behaviour might therefore be expected among pond beavers.

fn contrast to territoriality, what may occur is mutual avoidance

when possibl-e (Brown and orians 1970). waLro (L9go) speculated that
mutual avoidance may be the real separator of colonies. Mcrlroy (1973)

working on wombats (vonbatus ursinus), which have similar scent markinq



behaviour with some overlap of home

avoidance was the rule rather than

ranges, also concluded
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that mut,ual



Neither Ho1 nor Ho2 were disproved. Territory requires exclusive

use and defense of a fixed area. The beavers in my study had fixed home

range areas, which in many cases were used predominately by the family
group members. However, most home ranges were noÈ completely exclusive,
and were visited by transients. No evidence of defense of the area was

ever observed. As opposed to territoriality, beavers may be practising
mutual avoidance. In my study area, this may be part)-y due to an

abundant food supply which makes territorial behaviour uneconomical.

coNcl,usIoNs
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SEASONAÍ, VARTATION IN FOOD PREFERENCES OF BEA\/ERS

CEAPTER 7



Beavers in the taiga show a preference for PopuJus tremuLoides as

a primary food in both spring and su¡nmer. In spring Pinus banksiana Ls

aLso consumed. P. tremuLoides leaves are the preferred summer food and

P. tremul-oides bark and P. banksiana growing tips are preferred in
spring. Beaver food choices appear to maximize protein intake and

minimize potassium to sodium ratio. This strategy may serve to foster
growth during the relativeJ-y short period of high protein availabitity.

ABSÎRACT
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Beavers (castor canadensis) are choosy generalist herbivores
(Aleksiuk r977 ¡ Jenkins and Busher 1979) . They are opportunistic,
adaptable to a wide range of foods and consume almost any species

availabre (Atwood 1938; Aleksiuk 1977¡ Jenkins 1981). However, they
show a strong preference for specific prant types under particurar
circumstances (Jenkins 1981). There is geographic variation in the
species available for consumption, and often a corresponding variation
in the species used and in preferences shown by beaver (Aleksiuk,19771.

Numerous studies of beaver have included inventories of preferred

foods (seton L909; creen l-936; Aldous 1938; Bradt 1938; cese and shadre

1943¡ ShadLe et a7.1943; Tevis 1950; HaLI 1960; parovshchikov 1.961.;

Brenner 1962¡ Novakowski 1.967; Aleksiuk 1970i Northcott 1971.; slough

7978¡ Jenkins 1979¡ L9B1-; svendsen 1980; Pinkowski 1983; Berovsky 1-984¡

Doucet and Fryxelr L993; Fryxell and Doucet 1993). Most of the North

American studies cÍted above have identified a preference for PopuJus

trenuLoides when availabl-e. In addition, several authors have

identified preferences for herbaceous and,/or aquatic vegetation when it,
is available (Green 1936; Tevis 1950; Parovshchikov 1961; Brenner 7962¡

Northcott ]-97t¡ Svendsen 1980; Jenkins 1981; Belovsky l_984). Jenkins

(1980; 1981), Pinkowski (1983), Belovsky (1984), McGinley and Whitham

(l-985), Basey et al. (1988; 1990), FryxelI and Doucet (1.991; 1993) and

Fryxell (1992) have investigated changing preferences for specific tree
species and sizes with increasing distance from the water.

A few studies have made attempts to identify some of the nutrient
components of beaver foods (Cowan et aL. 1950;1955; Aleksiuk 1970;

vasilkov and Gorodushko 197:.¡ Belovsky 1984¡ Doucet and FryxelÌ 1993).

However, the nutrient requirements for most wild animals, including
beaver, have never been determined (Robbins 1993). The studies ciÈed

above have generalry examined protein and energy content of foods, but

TNTRODUCÎTON
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no analysis of individual mineral complements of different foods appears

to have been made. Jenkins (1975¡ 1978) theorized that beavers may

sample trees in order to asses their nutrient status as an economical

method of determining variation in nutrients.
fn this study I present some initial findings on the nutrient

content of preferred and non-preferred foods in my area of study in the

boreaL forest. The purpose of this study was to ident,ify the preferred

species and types of foods, and then to determine the nutrient levels in
the different types of vegetation.

The null hypotheses for this study were: Ho1) There is no

preference for one type of vegetation over others for consumption; H"2)

Nutrient levels of the potential foods do not differ among different
pì.ant species or plant parts.



During my observations of beaver activity described in ChapÈers 3

to 5, r observed the type of food beavers were consuming. r recorded

the species and, if possible, the part of the prant being consumed. r
collected samples of the various plant species and part.s. I made theee

collections both at. times when the beavers were apparently selecting a

particular species or part, and again at a time when they were not using
or using less of that species or part. Based on my observations, r
crassified the different vegetation as either primary food (the main

food eaten), secondary food (eaten J.ess frequently) or non-food

(avoided).

The samples were analyzed at the Manitoba Agricultural Services

Complex (later Norwest Labs) in l,Íinnipeg. For all samples lab personnel

determined dry matter (*), crude protein (*), sodium (t) and potassium

(t) on both an "as fed" and "dry matter" basis (199L sampres). For 1992

and 1993 samples, additional analyses included sulphur (t),
phosphorus(t), magnesium (t), caJ_cium (t), copper (ppm), manganese

(ppm), iron (ppm) and zinc (ppm), again both on an as fed and dry mat,ter

basis. I then made comparisons between nutrient content of food items
and non-food items. I compared results based on the dry matter values.

METflODS
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SPECTES PREFERENCES

fn spring, the period before Ìeaf-out of deciduous trees, populus

tremuLoides (PT) bark was one food of choice. Beavers also cut Pinus

banksiana (PB), but only consumed the new growing tips from the tree
Ieader and distal ends of branches. Thev did not consume the bark from

P. banksiana.

In summer, beavers ate P. tremulojdes almost exclusively. They

ate the leaves first, avoiding the petioles, and then ate the bark in
some instances. Ot,her species available in abundance were P. banksiana

and Â-lnus crispa (AC). I never observed beaver eating these species in
summer.

In fall, beavers built foodpiles and repaired lodges. They were

therefore cutting trees for construction, winter food consumption and

immediate food consumption. They cut both P. tremul-oides and .4. crispa,

but only used unpeeled stems of .å,. crispa for construction and the raft
(the floating part) of the foodpile. Stems of P. tremul-oides used in
construction were always peeLed (i.e. the bark was eaten) before being

used as a building material. Aquatic plants occasionally appeared on

the foodpile, but did not constitute a great proportion of the cache.

In summer, beavers usually fed at some distance from the ì.odge

(see Chapter 3 and Appendix 1). In fall, tree stems were harvested in
much closer proximity to the lodge than in surnmer.

REST'LTS
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NITTRIENT CONTEIflT

I coLlected 5 samples in spring and 15 samples in summer (Table

1). Based on the observations described above, I considered PB1, PB2,

PT1 and PT2 to be primary food items and PB3 to be a non-food item in



Table 1. summary of vegetation sampLes used for nutrient testing.
Code numbers correlate with codes in Fiqures 1 to 12.



SAMPLE #

PB1

PB2

PB3

Pinus banksiana

PB4

SPECIES

Pinus banksiana

PB5

Pinus banksiana

PTl

Pinus banksiana

Pr2

Pinus banksiana

PT3

Populus tremul-oides

Pr4

Populus tremuloides

PT5

SAMPLE TYPE

PopuLus tremuloides

PT6

Populus tremuLoides

PT7

needles

Poculus tremuloides

P18

needles

153

Porrul-us tremuloides

PT9

Popul-us tremuloides

PTlO

bark

needles

Populus tremuloides

PT11

SIAE

needles

Populus tremuloides

PTT2

TBS

Populus tremuLoides

PT13

bark

BR

Popul-us tremuloides

bark

AC1

petioles

TBS

DATE

199 2-0s-18

Populus tremuloides

AC2

BR

19 92-05-18

Populus tremuloides

bark

CAVE

1992-05-1 I

Alnus crispa

bark

Ieaves/petioles

TBS

199 1-07

Alnus crispa

bark

)-eaves/pet ioles

199 1-07

BI

TBS

l_9 92 -05-18
1992 -05- 18

HB

twigs

l_v:rl_-u¿J

twiqs

19 9 1-07

HB

Ieaves

HB

L>> r-v I

leaves

BT

leaves

1 993-08

r>Y I-U I

HB

bark

!>> L-lJ I

BI

bark

199L-07

HB

!>> r-v I

öL

19 9 1-07

HB

199t -07

HB

CAVE

19 9 3-08

1991-07

rYY T-U I
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spring. rn summer, r considered primary food items to be prL1, pr12 and

PT13' and secondary food items to be PT4, PTs, PT6, PT7, pr8, pr9 and

PT10. Summer non-food items were pB4, pB5, pT3, ACL and AC2.

Protein

rn both spring and summer, protein levels were higher in primary

foods than in non-food items (Figure 1). Some secondary food items vrere

high in protein, but most were low in protein. For eguivarent ptant
components, protein 1evels were higher in summer than in spring.

Macroelements

Sodium levels were low in alt spring vegetation samples, and aII
summer sampres except for two of the p. tremuLoides leaf sampres (the
primary food) (Figure 2). Secondary foods were slightly higher in
sodium than non-foods in summer. Potassium tevels were highest in one

non-food and the primary food in surnmer (Figure 3). spring levels were

simil-ar in a1l items. The potassium to sodium ratio was higher in
spring primary foods than summer primary foods (Figure 4). rn summer it
was Lowest in primary foods, and highest in non-food items. rn spring
it was lower in the non-food item than in any of the primary food items.

carcium levels were similar in all items in summer (Figure 5). rn

spring, P. trenuLoides had a much higher level- of calcium than the other
primary food P. banksiana. Magnesium leve1s were higher in primary

foods than secondary or non-foods in bot,h spring and suflìmer (Figure 6).
Surffner ÌeveÌs were slightly higher than spring. Phosphorus Levels were

similar in spring and summer primary foods, and in spring were much

higher than the non-food item lFigure 7). In summer, the phosphorus

level- was Lowest in the secondary food item. The summer primary food

item had a higher surphur level than the spring primary food item
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k 1ñllfô | Protein
sampJ-es.

content (percent
See Table 1 for

of dry matter)
codes.

in vegetation
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Figure 2. Sodium content
samples. see

(percent of dry matter)
Table L for codes. ND =

in vegetation
not discernibl-e.
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k r ñrrfô Pot as s ium
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content (percent
See Table 1 for
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Figure 4. Potassium to sodium ratio in vegetation samples. See TabÌe
1 for codes. ND = not discernible due to sodium level not
beinq discernibl-e.
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k r ñrrtsô h Calcium
samples.

content (percent of dry matter)
See Tabl-e 1 for codes.

in veqetation
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Magnesium
^-*.^t ^^Þd¡ilP¿EÞ.

content (percent
See Table 1 for

of dry matter)
codes.

in veqetation
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Figure 7. Phosphorus content
sampl-es. See Table

(percent of dry matter)
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(Figure 8). fn both seasons, primary food items had higher sulphur

levels than secondarv or non-food items.

Trace elements

Copper l-evels were higher in su¡nmer primary food items than spring

primary food items (Figure 9). In spring, levels were similar in the

primary food items to the non-food item. In summer, the level was

higher in the primary food item than in the non-food or secondary food

iÈems. Iron levels were similar in spring and summer primary food items

(Figure 10). In spring, the non-food item had higher levels of iron
than the primary food items, whereas in summer they were simil-ar, with

the secondarv food item beinq lower in iron.

Manganese levels were highest in the spring P. banksiana samples,

and very low in the spring P. tremuloides samples (Figure 11). Summer

ra,,ol êr iñhtlw hjcrhpr in the non-food item than the llrimâr.' r^^Áwsrs Ð¡ry¡¡urÌ ¡¡rYrrsr r¡¡ u¡¡s ¡¡v¡¡ !uvu rus¡u u¡¡a¡¡ u¡¡ç ¡/rrrrrsl). r99u

and Lowest in the secondarv food item. Zinc l-evels were hiqhest in the

spring P. tremuLoides and lowest in the spring P. banksiana (Figure 12).

Zinc levels were similar in all- surÌÌmer samples.

lo¿



Figure 8. Sulfur content
samples. See

(percent of dry matter)
Table 1 for codes.
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copper contenÈ (parts per milJ.ion)
See Table 1 for codes.
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See Table
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SEASONAI, PREFERENCES

P. tremuLoides þras the food of choice when it was avail.abl-e. This

was supplemented by P. banksiana in spring but not in summer. p.

tremul-oides is also the food of choice by beavers in other areas, but

most authors report it being repraced by aguatic vegetation in the
sunmer months. WhiIe Seton (1909) asserted that beavers never consumed

any conifer species, Hall (1960) reported use of.ååies spp. bark, and

Northcott (1971) noted the use of conifers in the foodpile. Jenkins

(1979; 1981) describes the use of Pinus sp. in spring and theorizes that
it may be an important source of stored nutrients or a source of
secondary compounds for castoreum. Since construction of scenÈ mounds

by beavers is much greater in spring (Butler and Butler !979; Brady and

Svendsen 1981), this may be a consideration. However, the protein level
of P. banksiana is almost double that of P. tremuJoides, the other food

of choice in spring. spring is a time of year when high protein intake
would likely be sought as movement begins again after the winter. rn

sunÌmer, the equivalent parts of P. banksiana are much lower in protein
than other choices available. Therefore, P. banksiana may be selected

in spring because it is the highest source of protein for beavers at

that time. However, it apparently cannot supply alr reguirements, since

P. tremuLoides is still consumed. P. tremuLoides has a much higher

Ievel of calcium than the P. banksiana and also has a lower poÈassium to
sodium ratio. Calcium may be an important reguirement in spring

especial,ly for pregnant and lactating females.

Preference within P. tremul-oides was for the leaves and

secondarily the bark and twigs. The petiores were avoided. Roze (1989)

simirarry reported that porcupines (Erethizon dorsatum) eat only the

]eaves and avoid the petio)-es. other authors have reported a preference

DrscussroN
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for the herbaceous parts of trees over the woody vegetation (Àleksiuk

l97O¡ L977¡ Svendsen 1980; Jenkins 1981). The petioles (PT3) are low in
protein and sodium and high in potassium. Levels of other minerals are

not widely disparate beÈween the primary and secondary food items. The

implications of the high potassium to sodium rat,io will be discussed

beIow.

ô^ñ+rârr' +o the results of many other studies (Green 1936¡ Tevis

1950; Parovshchikov 1961i Brenner 1962; Northcott l97I¡ Belovsky !984),

I did not find aquatic plants to be an important part of the diet of the

beavers in my study area. Aleksiuk (1970) does not report any use of

aquatic plants in the Mackenzie Delta region, so use of aquatic ptants

may be the resulÈ of Iatitudinal differences. Bradt (1938) reports use

of aquatics but also the inclusion of some PopuJus spp. bark.

Food harvesting sites were l-ocated much closer to the lodge in the

fall than in summer. In summer beaver cut trees on land and haul the

stems back to the water's edge for consumption. Except when they are

conveying food to kits in the lodge, food is not transported to the

lodge. fn fall, most of the items harvested are placed in the foodpile.
Consequently, the habit of not cutting food near the J.odge in summer,

but harvesting from the lodge area in falJ. appears to be an energy

conservation measure. Similar patterns of energy conservation have been

demonstrated in studies of size distance relationships in beaver food

choice (Schoener 7979; Jenkins 1980; Pinkowski 1983; Belovsky 1984;

McGinley and Whitham 1985; Fryxell and Doucet.1991; 1993; FryxelJ- 7992).

Jenkins (1981) also reported seasonal variation in feeding sites and

linked this to different species preferences or to differences in
seasonal accessibiliÈv of sites.



NUÎRrEtflfs

Nutrient requirements of beavers are not known and probably vary

with age, sex, season and reproductive condition (Robbins 1993).

However, Robbins (L993) gives values for several members of the

Rodentia. These ranges of values will be used as indicators of the

adequacy of the beavers'diet. Many of the minerals interact. and high

levels of one mineral may impede the uptake of another mineral (Roze

I9a9¡ Robbins L993). Vlater is one of the most important essential
nutrients (Robbins 1993), but this is not a difficuLt requirement for a

semi-aquatic animal to meet.

Protein

Browsers, in general, require about 6 * protein in their diet, the

exact requiremenLs depend on amino acid composition of the protein

(Robbins 1993). fn this study, the summer primary food and some summer

secondary foods easily surpassed this Ievel. In spring, the P.

tremul-oides samples were slightly beLow this ÌeveI, but the P. banksiana

samples exceeded the 6 t level. Preferred foods appeared to be

generally higher in protein than Ìess preferred or non-foods. These

protein values are similar to values for comparable plant parts

determined by Cowan et a-2. (1950) and Roze (L989). Protein is essential.

for growth and all other aspects of life and is the only nutrient in
this study which is consistently more concentrated in primary foods than

non-foods. Aleksiuk (l-970) also found that beavers used higher protein

foods such as SaJix spp. leaves when available, which would lead to the

most rapid growth possible. ln my study area aIÌ growth must take place

in Less than six months of the year, therefore maximizing protein intake

in summer in order to maximize growth wouLd seem to be adaptive.
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Macroelements

Macroelements are those which can be measured on a milligram per

gram (or percent) basis. The requirements for sodium are 0.05 to 0.15 t
of diet and for potassium are 0.3 to 0.6 t of diet. AII primary foods

surpassed these level-s in summer but did not meet the sodium requirement

in spring. The non-discernible sodium in sample PT13 was most likely
the result of high rainfall in the summer of 1993 and consequent

leaching of sodium from the leaves and soil (Roze 1989; Robbins 1993).

While both sodium and potassium level-s were high in preferred foods in
sumrner, the potassium/sodium ratio was lor¡r. High levels of potassium

may reduce the availability and retention of sodium (Robbins 1.993).

Beavers may select for a }ower potassium to sodium ratio, which will in
turn give them higher sodium intake. Spring is a time of sodium stress

for most herbivores (Roze 1989; Robbins L993). Aquatic vegetation has

been shown to have much higher sodium levels than terrestrial vegetation

(Belovsky and Jordan 1981; Roze 1989; Robbins L993). The lack of use of

aguatics may be due to lack of availability. Because of the length of

winter in my study area, development of aquatic plants does not occur

until about the same time as leaf-out of deciduous trees. Aguatics are

therefore not available at the time when they would seem to be most

needed. Other possible factors affecting selection of aquatics wi}l be

discussed Ìater. However Schmidt-NieLsen and O'Dell (1961) showed that
beaver urine is very low in solutes, and therefore beavers may have low

sodium losses through excretion, and therefore lower requirements for
sodium.

Requirements for the other macroel-ements f examined are given as

0.04 to 0.3 t magnesium (for rodents) and 0.4 t0 7.2 Z calcium and 0.3

to 0.6 t phosphorus (generalLy for animals) (Robbins J.993). No values

are given for reguirements for su)-phur. ALl foods and non-foods met or

exceeded requirements for magnesium, whi)-e aII were below the standard

r7l
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for phosphorus, though primary foods tended to be higher than secondary

or non-foods. Calcium levels were sufficient in aIl summer vegetation,

but were only met by P. tremuLoides in spring. Notably, there is a

great. deal- of site variation in the caLcium Ìevel for the spring p.

tremul-oides bark. Jenkins (1975¡ 1978) has also suggested variation in
nutritional and chemical- vaLues between sites, and suggests that this is
the reason for sampling behaviour he observed. Sulphur levels were

higher in primary foods than secondary or non-foods.

Trace Elements

Trace elements are those that are required in only trace amounts

and recorded in parts per mil1ion. Rodent requirements for trace

el-ements are given by Robbins (L993) as: copper 1.6 to 6 ppm; iron 25

to 140 ppmt manganese 3.7 to 50 ppm; and zinc 9.2 to 30 ppm. Copper

levels in primary foods just exceeded the minimum in spring, but easily
met these requirements in summer. At] primary food items surpassed the

minimum iron levels, but none were extremeJ.y high in iron. Manganese

level-s were satisfactory in aII the vegetation, but distinctly higher in
P. banksiana in the spring. Conversely, zinc was found in much higher

concentration in P. tremuloides in spring, although alL vegetation met

the minimum required leveLs. The values I found for copper and zinc are

similar to those reported in foods of Castor fiber in Russia, but lower

than values reported for manganese (Vasilkov and Golodushko L971).

Energy and other aspects

One component of the vegetation that I did not specifically
measure vtas energy content of the samples because facilities were not

available to measure calorific content. Cowan et aL. (1-955) determined

that beavers required 35 to 45 calories of digestible energy per pound
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of body r^reight per day. This equates to about 650 g of p. tremul-oides

or 775 g of sa-lix spp. for an 11.5 kg beaver (cowan et al. 1955). rn my

study area vegetation was abundant, and it is doubtful that beavers had

any difficulties meeting these reguiremenÈs. As indicated earlier,
beavers in an area with limited access to food for part of the year
should be maximizing their protein intake to maximize growth. They

would also be expected to maximize energy intake and deposit fat stores
while energy is abundant (Aleksiuk and Cowan 1969; Aleksiuk L1TO). Some

of the secondary foods examined, while being low in most nutrientsr ffiây

be higher in energy and therefore selected for this factor.
Approximatery 93 B of energy avaitable from p. tremul_oides is

digestible, while onJ.y 44 t of that avail-abl-e from water lilies (Nuphar

spp.) is digestible (Doucet and Fryxell 1993). similarly 100 t of
protein in aspen is digestible, while on]-y 42 t of that in water lilies
is digestible (Doucet and Fryxell- 1993). So although water 1ilies are

much higher in protein and similar in energy to P. tremul-oides (Doucet

and Fryxell 1993), the much lower digestibility consequently Lowers the
real protein and energy content of the water 1ily. If protein íntake is
being maximized in order to maximize growth, as discussed earlier, then

the water rily shourd be less favoured. rn regions of North America

where the open vrater season is ronger, optimizing protein and energy

intake over a short period of time is not so crucial. fn those areas

the advantages of using aquatic foods, incJ-uding predator avoidance, may

outweigh the lower digestibitity.

other factors may also play a role in determining which items are

selected by beavers. Basey et aL. (1989; J,99o) discovered the presence

of a phenolic compound in juvenile growth forms of popuTus spp.. This
compound was a response by the plants to beaver cutting, and was

sufficient to deter beavers from selecting the juvenile growth. plants

frequenÈIy have chemical defenses which may reduce forage qua)_ity



(Lindroth and Batzli 1986), and Feeny

interaction between moth caterpillars

(1970) has reported

and oak leaves.
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Both HoJ- and Ho2 were disproved. Beavers in the taiga appeared to

have preferences for certain vegetation types which varied seasonally.

Nutrient composition differed among vegetation types. Doucet and

Fryxe1I (1993) found no correlation between the proportion of each

forage species consumed and any single nutrient parameter. As discussed

here, there are probably many interacting requirements that must be met

for beavers. For beavers in the taiga, the essential food reguirements

appear to be protein, with a moderate potassium to sodium ratio in the

food. Beavers appear to be selective in choosing the species and parts

of trees they consume, selecting P. tremul-oides in the spring and summer

and supplementing with P. banksiana in the spring. This selection and

the selection of Leaves over other tree parts serves to maximize protein

intake. Most other nutrients are in sufficient quantity in most of the

vegetation avaiì-able, and therefore do not appear to be selected for or

---: -^+qvd¡¡¡Þu.

these results are the product of preliminary work. The samples

have limited replication, and therefore no statistical- analysis can be

undertaken. However, they do provide us with an indicator of the levels

of nutrients in beaver food in the taiga, and the types of nutrients

beavers may be seeking in their food. More work is needed in my study

area and in other areas to determine if beavers select foods differently

in areas with different seasonal constraints.

CONCLUSIONS

rta
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